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Mutation is a fundamental process in evolution because affects the amount of
genetic variation in evolving populations. Molecular-structure models offer signifi-
cant advantages over traditional population-genetics models for studying mutation,
mainly because such models incorporate simple, tractable genotype-to-phenotype
maps. Here, I use RNA secondary structure models to study four basic properties
of mutation.
The first section of this thesis studies the statistical properties of beneficial
mutations. According to population genetics theory, the fitness effects of new ben-
eficial mutations will be exponentially distributed. I show that in RNA there is
sufficient correlation between a genotype and its point mutant neighbors to produce
non-exponential distributions of fitness effects of beneficial mutations. These results
vii
suggest that more sophisticated statistical models may be necessary to adequately
describe the distribution of fitness effects of new beneficial mutations.
The second section of this thesis addresses the dynamics of deleterious mu-
tations in evolving populations. There is a vast body of theoretical work addressing
deleterious mutations that almost universally assumes that the fitness effects of
deleterious mutations are static. I use an RNA simulation model to show that, at
moderately high mutation rates, initially deleterious mutations may ultimately con-
fer beneficial effects to the individuals harboring them. This result suggests that
deleterious mutations may play a more important role in evolution than previously
thought.
The third section of this thesis studies the global patterns of mutations con-
necting phenotypes in fitness landscapes. I developed a network model to describe
global characteristics of the relationship between sequence and structure in RNA fit-
ness landscapes. I show that phenotype abundance varies in a predictable manner
and critically influences evolutionary dynamics. A study of naturally occurring func-
tional RNA molecules using a new structural statistic suggests that these molecules
are biased towards abundant phenotypes. These results are consistent with an “as-
cent of the abundant” hypothesis, in which evolution yields abundant phenotypes
even when they are not the most fit.
The final section of this thesis addresses the evolution of mutation rates in
finite asexual populations. I developed an RNA-based simulation model in which
each individual’s mutation rate is controlled by a neutral modifier locus. Using this
model, I show that smaller populations maintain higher mutation rates than larger
populations. I also show that genome length and shape of the fitness function do not
significantly determine the evolved mutation rate. Lastly, I show that intermediate
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Evolutionary biologists have long sought to understand the evolutionary processes
that transcend any particular biological system. Models have proved to be indis-
pensable tools for gaining such insights. During the 20th century, evolutionary theo-
reticians built a powerful conceptual framework upon simple mathematical models.
Recently, however, thanks to startling advances in molecular biology and computa-
tional power, a new generation of higher resolution quantitative models is changing
our perspectives on the origins and processes that have led to the current diversity
of life on earth.
DNA, RNA and proteins are the three essential biological macro-molecules.
Although RNA lies at the heart of the “central dogma of molecular biology”, medi-
ating information transfer from DNA genes to functional proteins, it has historically
been overshadowed by DNA and proteins. Several recent discoveries, however, have
brought RNA to center stage. RNA turns out to play a vital regulatory role (for
recent reviews see (Mattick and Makunin, 2006; Niwa and Slack, 2007; Winkler and
Breaker, 2005)) in many cellular processes and is the primary genetic material for a
large number of viruses, including influenza and HIV. Molecular biologists are thus
working hard to characterize the molecular structures of RNA and the relationship
between RNA structure and biological function.
Evolutionary biologists have harnessed the efforts of RNA molecular biolo-
gists. They have built evolutionary models that explicitly consider the relationship
between RNA sequence and RNA structure. These models are vastly more bio-
logically realistic than traditional mathematical models of the relationship between
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genotype (sequence) and phenotype (structure). Through computational simula-
tions of evolutionary dynamics, these models yield rapid results, yet incorporate
significantly greater biological detail than traditional mathematical models. They
have been used to study a wide range of evolutionary patterns and processes, such
as the evolution of robustness (Ancel and Fontana, 2000), the distribution of fitness
effects of mutations (Cowperthwaite et al., 2005, 2006), the causes and implications
of neutral evolution (van Nimwegen et al., 1999), evolutionary transitions (Fontana
and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996), and the structures of fitness landscapes
(Schuster et al., 1994).
This modeling framework originates in the work of Manfred Eigen and, later,
Peter Schuster (Eigen, 1971; Eigen and Schuster, 1979). They sought to address “ori-
gin of life” questions, and, in particular, develop a general theory for the emergence
of biological information and self-replicating life from “molecular chaos”. Based on
the assumption that early life must have undergone highly error-prone replication,
Eigen sought to understand the evolutionary consequences of high mutation rates
(Eigen, 1971).
Two influential concepts emerged from this work. Eigen and Schuster used
mathematical models to demonstrate that the balance between mutation and se-
lection could result in a quasispecies – a population that stably includes not only
the wildtype (best type) but also sub-optimal mutants of that wildtype (Eigen and
Schuster, 1979). At very high mutation rates, a population may, in fact, include only
very few wildtype genotypes and many poorer variants. The quasispecies concept
has often been thought to describe an entirely novel set of evolutionary principles,
however, recently it has been shown to be an extension of classic mutation-selection
balance theory (Bull et al., 2005; Wilke, 2005). The concept has been embraced by
virologists who regularly observe that rapidly mutating viral strains may achieve
high levels of diversity, yet there is debate as to whether this is evidence that some
viruses evolve as a quasispecies (Domingo, 2002; Eigen, 1996; Holmes and Moya,
2002).
Eigen’s second influential concept is the error catastrophe, the genetic melt-
down of a population experiencing excessively high mutation rates. He showed
mathematically that, under fairly reasonable assumptions, there would be a criti-
cal mutation rate below which populations would stably persist as quasispecies and
above which the wildtype and its close mutants would disappear entirely. Based
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on these ideas, virologists have sought to cure viral infections by using chemical
mutagens to induce error catastrophes.
To test these ideas, Eigen encouraged the development of mathematical and
computer models of evolving molecular structures (Eigen, 1971). He recognized that
such biologically-grounded and highly detailed models would elucidate evolutionary
dynamics at a higher level of resolution that previously possible. Many researchers
since have taken his charge and developed models of evolving RNA and protein
molecules (see Chan and Bornberg-Bauer (2002) and references therein). Here, we
describe the structure of RNA-based models and the resulting insights into evolu-
tionary processes.
1.1 The RNA Folding Model
RNA molecules are composed of four nucleotides – adenine (A), guanine (G), cyto-
sine (C) and uracil (U). Pairs of nucleotides in an RNA molecule can form stable
electrostatic interactions, thus holding two parts of a molecule close together. The
strength of an interaction varies with the specific combination of nucleotides, and
stable interactions tend to form at the expense of less stable interactions. Through
such pairing, RNA molecules “fold” into secondary structures (hereafter “shapes”).
The shape of an RNA molecule is composed of combinations of familiar motifs,
such as stems (helical base-paired regions) and loops or bulges (unpaired regions)
(Figure 1.1).
The shape of an RNA molecule may be vital to its function, particularly
for functional RNA molecules (as opposed to protein-coding RNA molecules) like
ribosomal RNA, micro-RNA and ribozymes. In fact, the function of a molecule
will depend on not only its (two-dimensional) shape, but on its (three-dimensional)
tertiary configuration. This includes additional far-reaching pairings between nu-
cleotides already participating in secondary motifs. The formation of tertiary inter-
actions, however, is not particularly well understood. Fortunately, RNA secondary
structures can be predicted with reasonable accuracy, and constitute most of the full
structure of a typical molecule (Hofacker et al., 1994; Mathews et al., 1999, 2004;
Zuker and Stiegler, 1981).
Theoreticians originally developed a set of rules for predicting RNA sec-





















Figure 1.1: Diagram of genotype-to-phenotype map in the RNA model system.
The genotype is the primary nucleotide sequence and the phenotype is the most
probable secondary structure (shape). Shape is predicted from sequence using ther-
modynamic folding algorithms. We label the primary RNA secondary structure
motifs. Stems are contiguous stretches of base pairs that include at least two base
pairs, loops are unpaired bases that connect the two halves of a stem, and a bulge
is an unpaired region in the middle of a stem. Parenthetical notation represents
paired bases as matching parentheses and unpaired bases as dots. It contains all of
the structural information present in the graphical representation.
rules assume that a molecule will fold into the shape that releases the most energy
upon formation, and thus is the most stable configuration. This is called the mini-
mum free energy shape of a molecule. The RNA folding rules are much simpler than
the analogous set for proteins, largely because RNA has a smaller set of building
blocks (four nucleotides versus twenty amino acids) and generally forms simpler sec-
ondary structural motifs. Michael Zuker and colleagues developed the first efficient
computer algorithms to predict RNA secondary structure using this approach (Zuker
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and Stiegler, 1981; Zuker, 1989). Their software, called mFold, is still actively devel-
oped and freely available at http://www.bioinfo.rpi.edu/applications/mfold/.
More recently, Ivo Hofacker and colleagues have been developing and maintaining
the ViennaRNA package, which includes many computational tools for folding and
analyzing RNA structures and is freely available from http://www.tbi.univie.
ac.at/~ivo/RNA/ (Hofacker et al., 1994). Researchers are continually improving
the accuracy and scope of these folding algorithms. For example, new versions
can predict the shapes of RNA molecules during interactions with other molecules
(Bernhart et al., 2006; Mathews, 2006; Mathews and Turner, 2006).
The thermodynamic folding algorithms are reasonably accurate for smaller
RNA molecules. The thermodynamic approach makes several simplifying assump-
tions, however. Notably, they cannot predict pseudoknots (a common tertiary mo-
tif) or non-canonical base interactions (Hofacker et al., 1994). Researchers have
developed comparative-genomics based approaches that generally yield more accu-
rate predictions of RNA secondary structure, particularly for large RNA molecules
(Gutell et al., 2002). The comparative approach, however, is much slower than the
thermodynamic approach and requires large sets of homologous sequences to pre-
dict the shape of any given sequence. Thus it is not computationally tractable for
evolutionary simulations.
The thermodynamic folding algorithms are sufficiently fast to incorporate
into simulation models of evolving populations. Such models typically simulate a
large population of RNA molecules evolving via mutation and natural selection. The
fitness of any given molecule is determined by first predicting its shape(s) and then
applying a pre-specified fitness function to these predictions (described in detail
below). Molecules replicate in proportion to their fitnesses and, upon replication,
bases mutate randomly. Generally, mutation is assumed to occur at a constant rate,
however, we later explore the consequences of relaxing this assumption. Some RNA
models assume discrete populations (Cowperthwaite et al., 2006) , whereas oth-
ers assume a continuous individual-based, birth-death process (Ancel and Fontana,
2000; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996; van Nimwegen et al., 1999).
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1.1.1 Fitness in RNA Models
Phenotypes are produced by manifold interactions between genetic, cellular, organ-
ismal, and environmental factors. The term genotype-to-phenotype map refers to
this complicated route from genotype to phenotype. The phenotypes of an organism
(physiological and behavioral) collectively interact with the environment (including
other organisms) to determine fitness. Ultimately, evolutionary biologists aspire to
characterize these complex processes and their evolutionary consequences, but these
studies have just begun.
The main advantage of the RNA models is that the folding algorithms serve
as a biologically motivated, yet tractable, genotype-to-phenotype map
(Schuster et al., 1994). Unlike many traditional population genetic models which
completely ignore phenotype and assume simple one-to-one maps from genotype to
fitness, the phenotypes in the RNA models result from detailed interactions among
genes and their micro-environment (Eigen, 1971; Fontana and Schuster, 1987). In
RNA models, each nucleotide is a genetic locus with four possible alleles (A, C,
G, or U), interactions among these loci determine the phenotype, and mutations
cause a locus to switch from one allele to another, which, depending on the rest
of the molecule, may alter the phenotype. The genotypes are primary nucleotide
sequences and the phenotypes are the shapes predicted from these sequences via
thermodynamic folding algorithms.
Perhaps most importantly, RNA-based models do not make many of the as-
sumptions often found in classic evolutionary models. For instance, fitness stems
from a biologically-grounded model of molecular folding. Thus the fitness of a given
mutant does not come from an assumed distribution but rather is determined or-
ganically. The likelihood that a mutation is beneficial or deleterious, and the nature
of epistatic (non-additive) interactions among loci are similarly unconstrained.
The fitness of an RNA molecule is determined in two steps. First the shape(s)
of a molecule are predicted using thermodynamic algorithms and then a fitness value
is attained via a function from shapes to real numbers. We use the term fitness
function to refer just to this second function from phenotype to fitness and the term
fitness landscape to describe the projection of a large set of genotypes (a so-called
“sequence space”) to their ultimate fitness values.
The fitness functions used in RNA models are often based on the similarity
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of a molecule’s shape(s) to a predetermined ideal target shape. Fitness typically
decreases monotonically as a function of the distance to the target shape. These
models thereby use shape as a proxy for function and do not model function explic-
itly. This is justified (at least somewhat) by the dominant role typically played by
secondary structure in functional tertiary structure and the extreme conservation
of secondary structure throughout the evolutionary history of most functional RNA
molecules (Doudna, 2000).
In this chapter, we describe the conceptual foundations of fitness in RNA-
folding models, and we describe specific details where necessary in later chapters.
We begin with the simplest fitness function used in RNA models; hereafter, we
refer to this as the “simple” model. The simple model considers only the minimum
free energy (mfe) shape of each molecule, which is the single most stable structure
that an RNA molecule is predicted to assume (Figure 1.2A). Fitness is thus solely
determined by the distance between the mfe shape and the target shape.
In reality, however, an RNA molecule may not necessarily fold into its min-
imum free energy shape, and may even spontaneously switch among several ther-
modynamically probable shapes. Thus the phenotype is actually an ensemble of
possible shapes. Thus researchers introduced a more complex, but perhaps more
biologically realistic, model in which sequences are mapped to the set lowest free
energy shapes (Figure 1.2B) (Ancel and Fontana, 2000). We will refer to these
as “plastic” models since they capture structural plasticity produced by Brownian
motion.
Wuchty et al. (1999) extended the standard thermodynamic prediction algo-
rithms to estimate the ensemble of lowest free energy structures of an RNA molecule.
We refer to this ensemble of low free energy shapes as the suboptimal repertoire,
which is estimated by suboptimal folding. Suboptimal folding ignores energy bar-
riers among alternative states and assumes that a molecule equilibrates among all
shapes with free energy within 5kT of the ground state, where k is the Boltzmann
constant and T is the temperature. This is approximately equivalent to 3 kcal/mol
at 37o C, and corresponds to the breaking of 2 G-C/G-C stacking interactions (base
pairs). We used the Boltzmann factor to estimate the probability of any particular
shape in the suboptimal repertoire of an RNA molecule. For any specific shape σ,
the Boltzmann probability of σ, pσ = e−∆Gσ/kT /Z, measures the relative stability








and the target shape
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Figure 1.2: The two fitness models for RNA. A. Under the simple model, the fitness
of an RNA genotype depends only on the similarity of its minimum free energy
shape to the target shape. B. Under the plastic model, the fitness of a molecule
is determined by the entire ensemble of probable (low free energy) shapes. The
similarity of any given shape to the target contributes to the final fitness in propor-
tion its Boltzmann factor, which is an estimate of the thermodynamic stability of a
shape.





where ∆Gσ is the free energy of σ and the sum includes all shapes in the suboptimal
repertoire. Assuming equilibration, pσ estimates the probability of finding σ in a
large sample of identical RNA molecules and approximates the amount of time any
given molecule spends in σ. The mfe conformation is the most probable shape in
any suboptimal repertoire.
There are several methods for quantifying the structural distance between
two shapes (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Stadler et al., 2001). For example, one can
represent each shape in parenthetical notation, where dots stand for unpaired bases
and matching parenthesis stand for paired bases (as in Figure 1.2), and then com-
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pute a Hamming distance between two such representations of shapes. Alternatively,
the tree-edit distance measures the differences between the binary-tree representa-
tions of two shapes. Although researchers have used a variety of shape distance
metrics, several studies have suggested that most observations in RNA models are
relatively robust to the specific choice of distance metric (Ancel and Fontana, 2000;
Fontana and Schuster, 1998a).
The form of the fitness function, that is, how exactly fitness declines as
distance to the target grows, can profoundly influence the outcome of evolution. One
might naively assume that this is linear, such that any unit decrease in similarity
to the target shape results in the same loss of fitness. Given that RNA structures
are highly evolutionary conserved, however, it is more likely that fitness declines
faster than similarity. That is, even slight deviations from the ideal shape result in
substantial loss of function. Many studies have therefore assumed hyperbolic fitness
functions (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2005, 2006; Fontana and
Schuster, 1998b).
1.2 Evolutionary Insights into Fitness Landscapes
Since Sewall Wright introduced fitness landscapes in 1932, the concept has pro-
foundly influenced evolutionary thinking (Wright, 1932). Fitness landscapes are
maps from large sets of genotypes to their fitnesses. Metaphorically, as populations
evolve, they traverse the surfaces of fitness landscapes with mutation and recombi-
nation sampling new regions and natural selection pushing uphill. Though fitness
landscapes are extremely high dimensional for most real biological systems, they are
often illustrated as two-dimensional surfaces in three-dimensional Euclidean space.
The structure of a fitness landscape is thought to constrain many micro- and macro-
evolutionary processes, including the rates of adaptation and speciation (Gavrilets,
2004).
With the advent of high throughput laboratory methodologies and modern
computation, researchers are starting to undertake large-scale characterizations of
fitness landscapes (Cowperthwaite et al., 2005; Fontana and Schuster, 1998a; Gruner
et al., 1996a,b; Li et al., 1996; Lunzer et al., 2005; Weinreich et al., 2006). The RNA
model system offers the ideal balance of biological complexity and computational
tractability for such studies. Some of the earliest and most exciting ideas about
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fitness landscapes have come out of this body of work (Cowperthwaite et al., 2005;
Fontana and Schuster, 1998a,b; Gruner et al., 1996a,b; Schuster et al., 1994).
Technically, an RNA fitness landscape is a projection from genotype space
– the set of all possible sequences of a given length – to fitness space (often the
real numbers). Recall, however, that these models use secondary structure as a
proxy for fitness. Consequently, the landscapes that have been characterized are
actually maps from sequence space to shape space, where the mapping functions
are thermodynamic folding algorithms. All of the RNA landscape studies so far
are based on the simple map from sequence to minimum free energy shape (which
ignores alternative low free energy structures).
The total number of sequences of a specific length n is 4n. There is exten-
sive degeneracy in the map from sequences to shapes, with many sequences folding
into the same minimum free energy structure, which means the size of the shape
space will always be less than the size of the sequence space (Schuster et al., 1994).
Waterman first proposed an upper bound for the number of shapes of length n –
Sn = 1.4848× n−
3
2 (1.8488)n based on several assumptions about the nature of the
shapes, such as stem length and loop size (Waterman, 1978). In the first large scale
computational surveys to estimate the extent of redundancy, Gruner and colleagues
folded all 30-nucleotide binary RNA molecules (composed of only A/C or G/U).
Approximately one billion unique sequences folded into approximately 220,000 and
1,000 unique shapes in the G/C and A/U landscapes, respectively (Gruner et al.,
1996a,b). Evidence for similar degeneracy was found in partial surveys of four-
nucleotide RNA landscapes (Fontana and Schuster, 1998a; Schuster et al., 1994).
A many-to-one relationship between genotypes and phenotypes is not unique
to RNA. For instance, there is considerable sequence divergence in 16S rDNA se-
quences, yet extensive functional conservation. As a result, these are key molecules
for phylogenetic analysis (Delsuc et al., 2005). Degeneracy has been observed in
proteins based on lattice models of protein structure (Chan and Bornberg-Bauer,
2002), and is at the heart of the neutral theory of molecular evolution, which asserts
that most mutations have negligible phenotypic consequences (Kimura, 1968), and
the molecular clock hypothesis (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1962). We discuss later
how this redundancy profoundly affects the evolutionary dynamics of RNA.
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1.2.1 Mutational Networks
Evolutionary transitions from one phenotype to another are mediated by mutations
to their underlying genotypes. Historically, evolutionary biologists have thought of
mutations in terms of distributions of fitness effects and have sought to measure the
fractions of mutations that are typically beneficial, neutral and deleterious. While
these distributions are critical determinants of local evolutionary dynamics, they
provide little information about larger-scale processes. To this end, it is useful to
think in terms of mutational paths connecting distant genotypes and more gener-
ally, in terms of the large-scale patterns of mutational connectivity within genotype
spaces.
Specifically, the space of all genotypes can be construed as a mutational net-
work in which each genotype is a node and mutations between genotypes are edges.
In other words, any two genotypes that differ by exactly a single point mutation are
connected by an edge (Figure 1.3, bottom). One can then represent phenotypes (or
fitness values) as colors. The coloration in Figure 1.3 illustrates the degeneracy in
the sequence-shape relationship discussed above. The colored edges represent neu-
tral mutations that preserve the phenotype, while black edges represent non-neutral
mutations that may be beneficial or deleterious. RNA mutational networks are reg-
ular graphs, that is, each genotype is mutationally connected to exactly 3L other
genotypes, where L is the sequence length.
1.2.2 Neutral Networks
Each colored patch in Figure 1.3 is a neutral network – a mutationally connected
set of genotypes that produce the same phenotype (or fitness value). This concept
originated and has been studied extensively in the RNA model system Fontana et al.
(1993b); Gruner et al. (1996a,b); Huynen et al. (1996); Schuster et al. (1994); van
Nimwegen et al. (1999). Following Eigen’s quasispecies theory, it is perhaps the
most influential idea to emerge from this body of work.
Consider a phenotype in a fitness landscape. The structure of its neutral
network and its mutational connectivity to the neutral networks of other phenotypes
determines the likelihood that it will evolve, and if so, whether it will give rise to
other phenotypes. To understand constraints on phenotypic evolution, we must
address questions like: Are neutral networks confined to small sections of sequence
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Figure 1.3: Mutational networks capture patterns of mutational connectivity among
genotypes and phenotypes. In the bottom network, each node is a genotype and
each edge is a point mutation. Colors represent phenotypes, and each group of
genotypes that share the same color forms a neutral network. The top half shows
a phenotype network in which each phenotype is condensed into a single node and
two phenotypes are connected by an edge if there is at least one point mutation that
converts one phenotype to the other.
space or do they span the entire space? Do phenotypes have single contiguous
neutral networks or several disjoint components? What patterns of adjacency exist
between neutral networks for different phenotypes?
The first generality to emerge from neutral network studies is that “not all
phenotypes are equal” (Fontana and Schuster, 1998a; Schuster et al., 1994). Within
an RNA fitness landscape, any given shape may be realized by many or only a
few sequences. In other words, the sizes of the neutral networks vary considerably.
The distributions of neutral network sizes within RNA fitness landscapes have been
shown to follow a generalized Zipf’s law, a type of semi-exponential distribution
(Fontana et al., 1993a,b; Schuster et al., 1994). The critical implication is that most
RNA shapes are relatively rare while a few are quite abundant.
The neutral network of a particular phenotype may be composed of a single
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component or multiple disjoint components (Gruner et al., 1996a,b). A component
is a set in which all genotypes are connected by paths of neutral mutations. If a
neutral network is comprised of disjoint components, then it contains two or more
components that are not connected to each other by neutral mutations. Surprisingly,
the number of disjoint components in a phenotype’s neutral network does not appear
to correlate with its abundance (Cowperthwaite and Meyers, unpublished).
The neutral networks of highly abundant phenotypes have been shown to
typically span entire fitness landscapes (Fontana et al., 1993b; Schuster et al., 1994).
In other words, it is possible to mutate (in succession) every nucleotide in a sequence,
all the while preserving its shape. Maynard Smith proposed a similar phenomena in
protein fitness landscapes (Smith, 1970). This suggests that neutral networks may
facilitate evolution by allowing populations to explore vast expanses of genotype
space (via mutation) while maintaining constant fitness (Kirschner and Gerhart,
1998; Wagner, 2005).
Phenotype Networks
As illustrated in Figure 1.3, mutational networks connecting genotypes give rise to
mutational networks connecting phenotypes, or phenotype networks. In particular,
we aggregate all genotypes that produce a particular phenotype into a single node,
and connect two phenotypes with an edge if there is at least one point mutation
that converts one phenotype to the other. For RNA, we say that two shapes A and
B are mutationally adjacent if there exists at least two sequences a and b that differ
by exactly one mutation and produce A and B. Mutationally adjacent shapes are
connected by edges in the corresponding phenotype network.
RNA phenotype networks appear to be highly irregular, with few nodes con-
nected to many others and most nodes connected to few others (Schuster et al.,
1994; Stadler et al., 2001). In contrast, classical population genetic models often
assume that genotypes map one-to-one onto phenotypes, and that the mutational
connectivity among phenotypes is fairly homogeneous. Thus the RNA model system
can offer valuable insights into patterns of mutational connectivity and the evolu-
tionary implications of such patterns (Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al.,
1996).
One of the first studies to characterize the mutational adjacencies of RNA
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shapes found that almost any genotype is surrounded by a specific set of highly
abundant phenotypes (Schuster et al., 1994). In other words, almost any genotype
is within one or a few point mutations of the most common shapes in the landscape;
and vice versa, these common shapes are mutationally close to most other pheno-
types in the landscape. This hypothesis is called shape-space covering. In phenotype
network terms, abundant shapes are connected to almost every other shape.
Fontana and colleagues developed a formal theory to describe the genetic
accessibility among mutationally adjacent phenotypes and the implications of dif-
ferent mutational structures on evolutionary dynamics (Stadler et al., 2001). Mu-
tationally adjacent shapes are those shapes for which there exists at least one point
mutation that can cause a change between those two shapes. These efforts and
earlier simulation studies suggest that the degree of mutational connectivity is not
simply a binary property (connected or unconnected by point mutations) (Fontana
and Schuster, 1998a,b; Huynen et al., 1996). Rather some mutationally adjacent
phenotypes are nearer to each other than other mutationally adjacent phenotypes,
meaning that they are more likely to reach each other via mutation (Fontana and
Schuster, 1998a). Furthermore, this connectivity is always asymmetrical, resulting
from the non-uniform boundaries among adjacent neutral networks (Fontana and
Schuster, 1998a; Stadler et al., 2001). For example, consider two phenotypes A &
B: asymmetry means that mutating from A frequently produces B, while mutating
from B does not frequently produce A. In phenotype network terms, this variation
in connectivity can be represented as weighted, directed edges between nodes. The
weight on an edge pointing from A to B indicates the probability that any given
genotype in the neutral network for A will mutate to phenotype B, and, vice versa,
the weight on the edge pointing in the opposite direction indicates the fraction of
mutations to genotypes in the neutral network for B that produce phenotype A.
Rugged Neutral Networks: An Important Caveat
Most RNA neutral network studies have assumed the simple model in which the
fitness of a molecule is determined entirely by its minimum free energy structure
(mfe). The neutral networks in these studies are simply sets of RNA molecules that
share the same mfe. In reality, however, the fitness of a molecule will be determined
by other factors, notably the kinetics and energetics of folding. Two molecules
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that share the same mfe may have very different thermodynamic properties and,
consequently, different fitnesses. Thus, so-called neutral networks may not truly be
neutral.
The plastic model, introduced by Ancel and Fontana, inserts ruggedness into
neutral networks (Ancel and Fontana, 2000). Recall that, in this model, the fitness
of an RNA molecule is determined by its entire ensemble of energetically favorable
structures (the specific structures in the ensemble and their relative thermostabili-
ties). Whereas the simple fitness function was discrete (only a finite set of possible
values corresponding to a finite set of mfe’s), the plastic fitness function is continu-
ous (infinitely many possibilities). In general, any two molecules that share the same
mfe will have different fitnesses under this model. Ancel and Fontana (2000) found
that neutral networks have distinct patterns of heterogeneity, with the most thermo-
dynamically stable molecules lying at the dense centers of neutral networks, where
most mutations preserve the mfe. Thus, if fitness positively correlates with ther-
modynamic stability, then mfe neutral networks are no longer plateaus but rather
mounds which may impede the neutral drift of a population towards alternative
phenotypes.
Given that the plastic model is probably more realistic than the simple model,
one might be tempted to reject the notion of a neutral network altogether. We
argue, however, that the concept remains instructive. The mfe is the most likely
structure and an important determinant of fitness. Although neutral networks may
be more rugged than often assumed, they still contain expansive sets of mutationally
connected molecules with roughly similar fitness.
1.3 Evolutionary Dynamics
Intuitively, the structure of fitness landscapes fundamentally constrain evolution. In
this section we review a number of theories linking mutational connectivity to evolu-
tionary dynamics that originated in and/or have been tested using the RNA model
system. First we focus specifically on the evolutionary consequences of mutational
networks and then turn to more general studies of mutations and their interactions.
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1.3.1 Evolutionary Dynamics on Mutational Networks
There is a widely-believed claim that neutral networks increase the evolvability of
populations (Kirschner and Gerhart, 1998; Stadler et al., 2001; Wagner, 2005). The
rationale is that populations evolving on neutral networks may undergo significant
genetic change with only negligible phenotypic change, and can thereby explore fit-
ness landscapes. In other words, neutral mutations can accumulate until a genetic
background arises that is poised for beneficial change. Under this scenario, neu-
tral mutations will be transient, ultimately facilitating adaptation by subsequent
beneficial mutations (Wagner, 2005).
Several RNA simulation studies have shown that populations evolving toward
a target shape tend to experience long periods of phenotypic stasis, interspersed with
short periods of rapid phenotypic change (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite
et al., 2006; Fontana and Schuster, 1987, 1998a,b; Huynen et al., 1996). The first
of these studies showed that the number of unique sequences in the population in-
creased during periods of phenotypic stasis and used multi-dimensional scaling to
illustrate the genetic dispersal of the population. The population typically subdi-
vides into several genetically different yet phenotypically equivalent subpopulations,
each exploring a different region of the fitness landscape via mutation and natural
selection.
1.3.2 Punctuated Equilibria: Crossing from One Neutral Network
to the Next
One striking feature of the fossil record is the extensive discontinuity in forms (El-
dredge et al., 2005), that is, periods of rapid phenotypic change are often separated
by longer periods of relative stability. While this may stem partly from observa-
tional biases (Eldredge et al., 2005), punctuated equilibria have also been observed
in RNA models (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2006; Fontana and
Schuster, 1987, 1998a,b; Huynen et al., 1996), protein models (Chan and Bornberg-
Bauer, 2002), digital organisms (Wilke et al., 2001) and microorganisms (Burch and
Chao, 1999).
Figure 1.4 shows a typical simulation of RNA molecules evolving towards
a target shape. As described earlier, populations disperse through neutral networks


























Figure 1.4: Typical evolutionary dynamics in the RNA model system. Evolving
populations experience relatively long poques of phenotypic stasis interspersed with
short periods of rapid phenotypic change. This figure is based on a simulation of a
population containing 500 RNA molecules, in which selection favors molecules that
resemble the target shape (upper right). The Y-axis gives the average phenotypic
distance of the population to the target shape, and thus low values correspond to
high fitness. Shapes that dominate the population are depicted above the curve.
evolutionary transitions between these epochs (Fontana and Schuster, 1998b). They
claimed that there were two types of transitions –“continuous” and “discontinuous”,
and proposed a simple criterion to distinguish them (Fontana and Schuster, 1998a;
Stadler et al., 2001). Recall that phenotypes differ greatly in their nearness and
a phenotype is said to be near any other phenotype that is likely to be produced
by mutation. Continuous transitions are those that involve nearby phenotypes and
discontinuous transitions are those that involve phenotypes that are relatively dis-
tant (unlikely to be realized by a single mutation). This study reconstructed the
steps leading to each major transition. The initial period of rapid adaptation in the
simulations occurred primarily through continuous phenotypic transitions; while the
transitions taking place during the subsequent punctuated dynamics were predom-
inantly discontinuous. Thus, major adaptations are hypothesized to occur through
fairly improbable jumps between barely adjacent neutral networks.
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These jumps are thought to be mediated by extensive neutral drift (Fontana
and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996). Genotypes that produce one phenotype
but are converted to a very different (but better) phenotype by a single mutation
must precede these jumps. Such genotypes are likely to be very rare, and may
only appear after long periods of evolutionary wandering through neutral networks
(Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Schuster and Fontana, 1999).
In a related in vitro RNA study, researchers synthesized a single RNA se-
quence that assumes two entirely different phenotypes, each of which catalyzes a
distinct ribozyme reaction (Joyce, 2000; Schultes and Bartel, 2000). By making
relatively few mutational changes to this sequence, the authors could produce new
ribozymes that were highly active for one or the other ribozyme reaction. Thus
this single sequence lies at the intersection of the two neutral networks for each
function. The authors suggest that intersection sequences (those that realize both
phenotypes) may mediate discontinuous transitions (Schultes and Bartel, 2000).
Genetic Robustness: Evolving to the Heart of a Neutral Network
Organisms exist in an ever-changing world. They must evolve to withstand het-
erogeneous conditions, which include both environmental and genetic perturbations
(Meyers and Bull, 2002). Evolutionary biologists seek to identify the mechanisms to
achieve environmental and genetic robustness and the evolutionary origins of those
mechanisms.
Genotypes are genetically robust when mutations (or recombination) leave
the resulting phenotype unchanged. In mutational network terms, genetically robust
genotypes lie in the “dense” regions of a neutral networks, where most mutations
are likely to create genotypes within the same neutral network. In Figure 1.3, a
genotype in the middle of a colored region would be completely robust as all of its
mutations are neutral.
While it is easy to envision natural selection favoring organisms that can
cope with environmental variation (Meyers and Bull, 2002), the origins of genetic
robustness are less intuitive (de Visser et al., 2003). Since a deleterious germ-line
mutation does not manifest itself until the next generation, there is no immedi-
ate natural selection to prevent it. Under certain circumstances, however, natural
selection can act over several generations to reduce the burden of such mutations
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(de Visser et al., 2003; van Nimwegen et al., 1999). There are several other theories
for the origins of genetic robustness, some of which are non-evolutionary (de Visser
et al., 2003; Gibson and Wagner, 2000).
This discussion goes back to the founders of the modern synthesis – Haldane,
Fisher and Wright – who offered different theories for the evolution of dominance.
Dominance is a simple mechanism for robustness by which potentially deleterious
mutations at a diploid locus are silenced by the dominant allele. Evolutionary biolo-
gists have focused on three scenarios which could give rise to genetic robustness: (i)
adaptive robustness – robustness evolves by natural selection, (ii) intrinsic robust-
ness – robustness is a correlated byproduct of character selection, and (iii) congruent
robustness – genetic robustness is a correlated byproduct of selection for environ-
mental robustness (de Visser et al., 2003). These mechanisms are not necessarily
mutually exclusive.
Natural RNA molecules and RNA viruses appear to be both environmentally
(thermodynamically) and genetically robust (Meyers et al., 2004; Sanjuan et al.,
2006a,b; Wagner and Stadler, 1999). Studies using the RNA model system have
contributed significantly to our understanding of genetic robustness, particularly
scenarios (i) and (iii) above. First scenario (i). Van Nimwegen and colleagues
developed an elegant mathematical model to show that the trans-generational costs
of deleterious mutations are enough to drive populations into the hearts of neutral
networks, in other words, that adaptive robustness is possible (van Nimwegen et al.,
1999). In particular, this model considers a population evolving on an arbitrary
neutral network and assumes that all mutations off the network are lethal. They
successfully tested the predictions of their model using RNA simulations. Genetic
robustness only evolved in these models, however, under relatively high mutation
rates.
Turning to scenario (iii), Wagner was the first to hypothesize that genetic
robustness may evolve as a by-product of selection for environmental robustness
(Wagner et al., 1997). The first semi-empirical support for this hypothesis came
somewhat accidentally from an RNA study (Ancel and Fontana, 2000). Micro-
environmental thermal fluctuations can cause an RNA molecule to wiggle between
alternative low free energy shapes. An environmentally robust molecule is one that
will fold rapidly and reliably into its optimal shape despite these fluctuations.
To study the evolution of environmental robustness, Ancel and Fontana in-
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troduced the plastic model, which maps sequences to their ensemble of thermody-
namically favorable shapes (described above). Selection for stable folding into a
target shape indeed yielded populations of highly stable (environmentally robust)
molecules. Surprisingly, the dominant shapes in the evolved populations looked
nothing like the target shape. This was in dramatic contrast to natural selection
under the simple (minimum free energy only) model which almost always led pop-
ulations to the target shape.
Why did selection for environmental robustness drive populations into appar-
ent evolutionary dead ends? The evolved populations were also highly genetically
robust, to the extent that mutations almost never produce phenotypic novelty, thus
precluding further adaptation. The researchers eventually connected the dots, when
they discovered a correlation between the alternate shapes that a molecule produces
under thermodynamic noise and the shapes it produced upon mutation. They called
this general property of the map from genotype-to-phenotype “plastogenetic congru-
ence” (Ancel and Fontana, 2000). As a consequence, molecules that are insensitive
to thermal noise are also insensitive to the effects of mutation. A similar correla-
tion has been observed for proteins (Bornberg-Bauer and Chan, 1999; Bussemaker
et al., 1997; Vendruscolo et al., 1997). Extreme genetic robustness, to the point
of an evolutionary standstill, thus evolved simply as a byproduct of environmental
robustness.
This study has other evolutionary implications. First, plastogenetic con-
gruence may extend beyond biopolymers and be a general feature of genotype-to-
phenotype maps. Phenocopies – epigenetic mimics of genetically based phenotypes
– provide anecdotal evidence for plastogenetic congruence in other complex phe-
notypes (Queitsch et al., 2002; Rutherford and Lindquist, 1998; True et al., 2004;
Waddington, 1959, 1950). This may shed new light on Waddington’s theory of de-
velopmental canalization from the 1950’s (Waddington, 1959, 1950). He was among
the first to argue that organisms have evolved developmental pathways that are
robust to both environmental and genetic perturbations, and thus produce stan-
dard phenotypes in the face of variable environments and mutation. He does not,
however, claim that these two forms of robustness share a common evolutionary
origin. If plastogenetic congruence holds for organismal phenotypes, then this RNA
study suggests that genetic canalization may arise as a byproduct of environmental
canalization.
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Second, the extremely robust molecules found at the end of the evolutionary
simulations were also extremely modular (Ancel and Fontana, 2000). They can be
easily partitioned into structural subunits that withstand thermodynamic pertur-
bations or genetic changes elsewhere in the molecule. Modularity, as it shifts the
syntax of genetic variation, opens new avenues for phenotypic innovation. Though
this advantage is compelling, it does not explain the origins of modularity in the
first place. We have a chicken-and-egg predicament: Until both the modules them-
selves and recombinational mechanisms are in place, it is not clear that natural
selection would favor such organization. The RNA study suggests an origin of mod-
ularity that does not rely on the eventual evolutionary benefits modularity might
provide. In particular it arises as a (second) byproduct of selection for environ-
mental robustness. Consider a rough analogy between RNA folding and organismal
development. Interactions between nucleotides influence the kinetic pathway of the
molecule and its robustness to both the environment and mutations. Similarly,
interactions between genes determine the outcome and stability of developmental
pathways. Perhaps natural selection for environmental stability similarly sets the
stage for modularity in genetic networks.
Survival of the Flattest: Quasispecies and error thresholds in complex
mutational networks
Recall that populations evolving under moderate mutation rates can form quasis-
pecies – mutational clouds around a wildtype (optimal) genotype (Eigen, 1971).
Quasispecies have been observed in simulated populations of evolving RNA (An-
cel and Fontana, 2000), proteins (Wilke et al., 2001), and digital organisms (Wilke
et al., 2001). Many RNA viruses are believed to exist as quasispecies, though there
has been considerable debate over the utility of the term (Holmes and Moya, 2002;
Moya et al., 2000; Wilke, 2005).
Recall further that error catastrophes occur when mutation swamps selection
and a population is unable to maintain the wildtype or its close relatives. Eigen
originally discovered the error threshold (the critical mutation rate above which
catastrophes occur) in a model that assumes there is a single wildtype genotype and
all other genotypes have identical significantly lower fitnesses (Eigen and Schuster,
1979). What happens when the wildtype phenotype is produced by an entire neutral
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network of genotypes and not just one? Roughly speaking, an error threshold still
exists, but it increases with the breadth of the neutral network, that is, the number
of and mutational connectivity among genotypes contained within it. The larger
and more connected the neutral network, the more likely a mutation will preserve
the wildtype.
Similar reasoning suggests that neutral network breadth may influence the
likelihood that a population will evolve one phenotype versus another. Imagine
a population evolving in a complex mutational network where the topologies of
neutral networks vary considerably among phenotypes. Under high mutation rates,
phenotypes that have high fitness but small neutral networks may be easily displaced
by less fit but more robust phenotypes. The extent to which neutral networks
influence such competition among phenotypes depends on the mutation rate. Under
very low mutation rates, fitness considerations alone dictate dynamics, while under
high mutation rates, the breadth of neutral networks can be as or more important
than fitness. This hypothesis has been called “survival of the flattest” (Wilke et al.,
2001) and is a natural extension of Eigen’s theory.
“Survival of the flattest” has been developed and tested in a series of mathe-
matical models and simulations of evolving RNA and digital organisms (Bull et al.,
2005; Wilke et al., 2001). In first of these studies, populations of digital organisms
were evolved under two distinct mutation rates (high and low). When subsequently
place in competition under high mutation rates, populations that originally evolved
under high mutation rates out-competed those that evolved under low mutation
rates even though they had lower fitnesses (Wilke et al., 2001). More recently, a
plant virus competition experiment has suggested that similar tradeoffs may hold
for plant viral pathogens (Codõner et al., 2006).
While virologists have latched onto these ideas and harnessed them to develop
effective antiviral strategies (Domingo, 2003), Bull and colleagues have suggested
that the theory may be widely misinterpreted (Bull et al., 2005). In particular,
they distinguish between error catastrophes, in which high mutation rates lead to
the complete loss of the wildtype in favor of suboptimal genotypes, and extinction
catastrophes, in which lethal mutations are so common that no viable genotype can
persist. The use of mutation-inducing drugs may not drive viral populations toward
error catastrophes as has been claimed (reviewed in (Anderson et al., 2004)) but
rather toward extinction catastrophes.
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1.3.3 The Mutational Spectra of RNA
The phenotypic effects of mutations determine the rate and outcome of evolution.
Evolutionary biologists have thus sought to characterize the distributions of fit-
ness effects based on theoretical considerations (Gillespie, 1984; Orr, 2002, 2003) as
well as laboratory mutation accumulation, knockout, and mutagenesis experiments
(Estes et al., 2004; Imhof and Schlotterer, 2001; Rozen et al., 2002; Sanjuan et al.,
2004). The RNA model system offers a pseudo-experimental compromise approach
to estimating these distributions. It is more biologically grounded than the theoret-
ical models yet yields vastly more information than experimental approaches. Here
we review a series of RNA studies that offer new perspectives on local mutational
structures, as opposed to global properties of entire mutational networks.
Beneficial Fitness Effects: Many small mutations and few large ones
Beneficial mutations are those that increase the fitness of individuals carrying them,
and are the fuel of adaptation. Somewhat counter-intuitively, recent theoretical
work suggests that distributions of beneficial fitness effects are similar for many
fitness landscapes (Gillespie, 1984; Orr, 2003). This theory is based on Gillespie’s
mutational landscape model which considers a high fitness wildtype that has just
experienced a minor environmental change (Gillespie, 1984). The model assumes
that the environmental perturbation was small, and thus the wild-type genotype
remains reasonably fit, that fit genotypes are rare in the fitness landscape, and
that the fitness of any given mutant is chosen at random from the distribution of
all fitnesses. Gillespie claimed that the distribution of beneficial mutations could
be predicted using extreme-value theory (EVT) and Orr subsequently derived the
shape of this distribution (Orr, 2003). EVT states that, for a large class of common
distributions, the differences between the top few values in a large random sample
will be exponentially distributed. According to Gillespie’s assumptions, the wild-
type would be among the largest values in a random sample from the distribution
of all fitnesses and thus the fitness effects of any beneficial mutations would fall
within the purview of EVT (Gillespie, 1984). Orr concluded that the fitness effects
of beneficial mutations should therefore be exponentially distributed regardless of
biological system (Orr, 2003).
Several groups have attempted to test this hypothesis experimentally, with
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most offering mixed support of the Orr-Gillespie theory (Imhof and Schlotterer,
2001; Rokyta et al., 2005; Sanjuan et al., 2004). The most comprehensive of these
studies used the RNA virus φX174 and supported a modified version of the model
that incorporated a mutation bias, which could account for the higher frequency of
transitions than transversions (Rokyta et al., 2005). An other study, in vesicular
stomatitis virus (VSV), however, measured beneficial fitness effects that did not
appear to be exponentially distributed (Sanjuan et al., 2004).
Recently, the Orr-Gillespie theory was tested using the RNA model system
(Cowperthwaite et al., 2005). First, the researchers randomly chose two large sets of
sequences and measured the fitness effects of every possible point mutation to each
sequence in the set. These sets of genotypes differed in their average fitness - one set
had relatively low fitness and the other set had relatively high fitness. The distribu-
tions of beneficial fitness effects in both low and high fitness regions of the landscape
were decidedly non-exponential. There was a significant overabundance of small-
effect mutations; and the distribution appeared exponential only upon truncation
of the lower 99% of it.
The discrepancy between the theory and the RNA study rests on an fairly
un-biological assumption of the Orr-Gillespie model – that the fitness of any given
mutant is essentially a random draw from the distribution of all fitnesses (Cowperth-
waite et al., 2005). Intuitively, the fitnesses of mutants are often highly correlated to
the fitnesses of their parents, as has been demonstrated in RNA and proteins (Atch-
ley et al., 2000; Fontana et al., 1993b; Parsch et al., 2000). The RNA study suggests
that a predictive theory of beneficial fitness effects must consider fitness correlations.
Orr recently extended his mathematical analysis to consider fitness correlations, and
found that EVT does indeed break down under extreme correlations (Orr, 2006).
Epistasis: Mutational effects vary with genetic background
The RNA model system determines fitness from first principles of molecular folding.
The shapes of molecules arise out of complex thermodynamic interactions among the
nucleotides in the primary sequence. The contribution of any particular nucleotide
to the shape (and thus fitness) of the molecule often intricately depends on the
nucleotides at several other sites. For example, see Figure 1.5. Epistasis – when
the action of one gene is modified by one or more other genes – is thus a ubiquitous
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Figure 1.5: Epistasis in RNA results when the phenotypic effects of mutations de-
pend on the surrounding nucleotides. The two molecules on the left differ at one
position (red) but fold into the same shape. Mutations at the same site in each of
these molecules (blue) produces very different shapes. Thus, through epistasis, a
silent change in background (grey arrow) dramatically influences the fitness effect
of the subsequent mutation (black arrows).
property of RNA fitness landscapes.
The presence, magnitude, and direction of epistasis are key inputs to many
evolutionary theories, including those that seek to explain the evolution and main-
tenance of sexual reproduction and the rate of adaptation in asexual organisms (Pe-
ters and Otto, 2003; Whitlock et al., 1995). Epistatic interactions are often divided
into two classes: (i) antagonistic epistasis occurs when simultaneous mutations at
interacting sites yield a smaller fitness effect than the sum (or product) of their in-
dividual effects, and (ii) synergistic epistasis occurs when the combined effect of the
mutations is greater than the sum (or product) of their individual effects. A third
form of epistasis has recently appeared in the literature: sign epistasis occurs when
the direction of a fitness effect (deleterious or beneficial) is reversed by interactions
with other mutations (Weinreich and Chao, 2005). One study in the RNA system
suggests that most interactions are antagonistic (Wilke et al., 2003). In particular,
starting from a high fitness genotype, as deleterious mutations accumulate, the rate
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of fitness decline decreases, regardless of the order of those mutations.
Compensatory Evolution
While beneficial mutations are essential for evolution, it is more likely that muta-
tions entering a population will be neutral or deleterious. There is well-developed
evolutionary theory that predicts the fates of deleterious mutations in evolving pop-
ulations (Crow and Kimura, 1970; Gillespie, 2004). Deleterious mutations are likely
to be eliminated by natural selection, but can occasionally reach fixation by chance
(drift) alone, particularly in small populations, or by hitchhiking along with ben-
eficial mutations elsewhere in the genome (Johnson and Barton, 2002; Kim and
Stephan, 2000; Peck, 1994). A recent RNA study has shown that, under high mu-
tation rates, a third process, compensatory evolution, may lead to the fixation of
deleterious mutations much more frequently than either of these other well-studied
processes (Cowperthwaite et al., 2006).
Consider a new deleterious mutation. It is possible that, when combined
with a subsequent mutation, the original mutation becomes less deleterious, or even
beneficial. For example, a mutation to a paired base may break that pairing, to
the detriment of the molecule. A subsequent mutation at the matching site may
recover that pairing, or perhaps even strengthen (or weaken) the interaction, to the
benefit of the molecule. The latter scenario is an example of compensatory evolution
through sign epistasis in RNA molecules.
Prior studies of compensatory evolution have focused primarily on compen-
satory mutations that occur after initial deleterious mutations have fixed in the
population, and thus do not contribute the fixation events themselves (Burch and
Chao, 1999; Escarmis et al., 1999; Poon and Chao, 2005). In one of these studies,
researchers grew an RNA virus at small population sizes to increase the strength
of genetic drift and likelihood of fixing deleterious mutations. They then allowed
strains that had experienced a deleterious mutation to evolve at larger population
sizes, and found that compensatory mutations generally afforded modest recoveries
in viral fitness in comparison to the initial deleterious mutation (Burch and Chao,
1999). A later study found that compensatory evolution mediated fitness recoveries
in roughly three-quarters of populations in which deleterious mutations fixed (Poon
and Chao, 2005). There is further evidence for compensatory evolution across many
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natural and model systems (Poon et al., 2005).
Compensatory evolution may occur prior to fixation of the initial deleterious
mutation, and, consequently, make fixation of the mutation more likely. As recently
illustrated in the RNA model system, this is common under relatively high mutation
rates (like those found in RNA viruses) (Cowperthwaite et al., 2006). In evolutionary
simulations, initially deleterious mutations fixed far more frequently than expected
by drift alone. Initially harmful mutations interacted with subsequent mutations to
increase fitness beyond that of the ancestor, and thus experience fitness reversals.
Such compensatory events explained as many as 70% of the deleterious fixation
events.
Comparative genomic studies have identified possible fixed deleterious mu-
tations in insect and human genomes (Kondrashov et al., 2002; Kulathinal et al.,
2004). These observations must be interpreted with caution, however, because the
order in which the mutations entered the genome is unknown, and currently delete-
rious mutations may not have been so when they first appeared. Nonetheless, these
studies highlight the complicated nature of mutational interactions and suggests that
deleterious mutations may be more than just temporary nuisances. Metaphorically
speaking, they may provide stepping stones to distant adaptive peaks.
1.4 Conclusion
In the last two decades, a new generation of computationally intensive and biolog-
ically grounded models have changed our perspectives on evolutionary dynamics.
We now have a more global understanding of mutational relationships and how
they constrain evolution. Here we have reviewed a class of such models that have
been particularly fruitful. Detailed simulations of evolving RNA structures, have in-
spired general predictive theories about the nature of adaptation, the determinants
of evolvability, the origins and mechanisms of robustness, and more. As volumes
of biological data accumulate and computational power grows, these models will
improve and continue to enrich comprehension of the natural world.
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Fitness Effects in RNA
The distribution of the fitness effects of beneficial mutations is of special interest in
evolutionary biology, as it profoundly influences the rate and course of adaptation.
In turn, adaptive dynamics influence competition, the propensity toward extinc-
tion and maintenance in communities, speciation and a plethora of other macro-
evolutionary processes. It seems almost a truism that the array of beneficial fitness
effects must depend idiosyncratically on the biological details of an organism and its
environment. Nonetheless, population geneticists have begun to derive generalities
describing these distributions that may be at least partly independent of biology.
Gillespie (1983) offered the beginnings of a general theory for the distribution
of beneficial fitness effects with the following argument: if the wild-type allele is suf-
ficiently fit, then it resides far in the right-hand tail of the distribution of mutational
effects. Any beneficial mutations lie further in the tail, hence their distribution falls
in the domain of extreme-value theory (EVT) from statistics. Extreme-value theory
tells us that if the underlying distribution of allelic fitnesses is “well-behaved”(See
Leadbetter et al. (1983) for a detailed treatment) in several respects, then the spac-
ings between the highest fitnesses in an appropriately large random sample are in-
dependent, exponentially-distributed random variables (Gumbel, 1958; Weissman,
1978). Therefore, if one assumes that the few beneficial mutants of a high-fitness
wildtype allele are a random sample from an underlying distribution of allelic fit-
nesses, then, when the mutant alleles are rank ordered by size, the spacings between
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the consecutive beneficial alleles should be approximately exponential.
Orr (2002; 2003) expanded upon Gillespie’s work and derived two poten-
tially important corollaries: (1) the distribution of beneficial fitness effects (that is,
the difference between the mutant fitness and the wildtype fitness) is exponential
and (2) wildtype genotypes differing in the number of beneficial mutations accessi-
ble by a single mutation (henceforth, “one-step beneficial mutations”) have nearly
identical distributions of beneficial fitness effects. These properties were proposed to
be general for all evolving systems, provided that the fitness function falls under the
purview of EVT and the fitness of the wildtype genotype is greater than almost all
mutant alleles. Gillespie and Orr proposed that these are reasonable assumptions
for populations that have recently experienced an environmental shift, which has
caused the previously optimized wildtype to become slightly suboptimal.
A fundamental assumption of recent adaptation theory is that the fitnesses of
a wild-type genotype and its mutant genotypes are not correlated. This assumption
conflicts with known properties of at least some biological systems (Atchley et al.,
2000; Parsch et al., 2000) and, in particular, with the RNA fitness function used
in this study (Fontana et al., 1993). However, the results of EVT are known to be
robust to certain types of non-independence among the values in the distribution
(Leadbetter et al., 1983). By extension, adaptation theory should be able to tolerate
at least modest amounts of correlation among fitness values. Indeed, the predictions
of the Gillespie-Orr theory regarding “one-step” beneficial mutations are robust to
modest correlation, although they break down with strong correlation (H.A. Orr,
pers. comm.).
Experimental tests of these theories are extremely difficult to conduct, be-
cause one must measure the fitness of all beneficial mutations for a large number of
genotypes. Nonetheless, several groups have recently put forth significant efforts to
characterize the distributions of beneficial fitness effects in experimental populations
of bacteria and viruses (Imhof and Schlotterer, 2001; Rozen et al., 2002). However,
as pointed out by Orr (2003), these experiments are not able to test the theory in
a comprehensive manner. The approach used by Sanjuan et al. (2004) is perhaps
the most promising method to directly test the Orr-Gillespie theory because known
point mutations of a viral clone were constructed in vitro. Yet, despite an incredible
empirical effort by the respective groups, all of these studies utilize a relatively small
number of genotypes, which limits their statistical power.
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Given the potential generality of the Gillespie-Orr theory, it seemed impor-
tant to conduct a rigorous test of its predictions. Here we describe a quasi-empirical
approach in which we computationally estimate the fitness of RNA molecules based
on the similarity of predicted secondary structures to target structures. This sys-
tem is a computationally tractable and biologically grounded model that has pre-
viously provided insights into evolutionary dynamics and fitness landscapes (Ancel
and Fontana, 2000; Fontana and Schuster, 1998; Huynen et al., 1996; Meyers et al.,
2004; van Nimwegen et al., 1999; Wilke and Adami, 2001). In this study, we mea-
sured the fitnesses of millions of genotypes and found that the fitnesses of random
genotypes follow a Gumbel-type distribution. We found that the distributions of
beneficial fitness effects had a single characteristic shape throughout genotype space.
The characteristic shape, however, significantly deviates from exponential and the
means of the distributions vary with the fitness of the parental genotype.
2.1 Model
2.1.1 RNA folding
In many systems, molecular shape is the most important component of function, and
hence fitness. Single-stranded RNA molecules carry electrostatic charges that cause
them to fold into functional, three-dimensional shapes (tertiary structure). RNA
three-dimensional folding is still poorly understood. Yet, the secondary structure
of an RNA molecule, which provides the primary scaffold for tertiary structure, is
relatively well understood and can be rapidly predicted. Secondary structure re-
sults from the formation of complementary base pairs and can be reliably predicted
for arbitrary short molecules based on free-energy minimization (Nussinov and Jac-
boson, 1980; Waterman, 1978; Zuker and Stiegler, 1981). Two limitations of this
approach must be noted: (1) free-energy minimization may not be the only force
driving secondary structure formation, and (2) pseudo-knots, a common secondary
structural motif, are disallowed because their formation is poorly understood. For
this study, we used the dynamic programming implementation in the Vienna RNA
package for these calculations (Hofacker et al., 1994).
In particular, we estimated the set of lowest free energy structures of an
RNA molecule using an extension (Wuchty et al., 1999) of standard thermodynamic
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prediction algorithms (Nussinov and Jacboson, 1980; Waterman, 1978; Zuker and
Stiegler, 1981; Zuker, 1989). We refer to this ensemble of low free energy shapes as
the suboptimal repertoire of a molecule, which is estimated by suboptimal folding.
Suboptimal folding ignores energy barriers among alternative states and assumes
that a molecule equilibrates among all shapes with free energy within 5kT of the
ground state, where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. This is
approximately equivalent to 3 kcal/mol at 37o C, and corresponds to the breaking
of 2 G-C/G-C stacking interactions (base pairs). We used the Boltzmann factor
to estimate the probability of any particular shape in the suboptimal repertoire of
an RNA molecule. For any specific shape σ, the Boltzmann probability of σ, pσ =
e−∆Gσ/kT /Z, measures the relative stability of σ with respect to the entire repertoire.





where ∆Gσ is the free energy of σ and the sum includes all shapes in the suboptimal
repertoire. Assuming equilibration, pσ estimates the probability of finding σ in a
large sample of identical RNA molecules and approximates the amount of time any
given molecule spends in σ. The minimum free energy conformation is the most
probable shape in any suboptimal repertoire.
For any sequence, we can thereby rapidly compute its suboptimal repertoire
and the approximate probability of each shape in the repertoire. This constitutes
a biologically-grounded map from genotype (sequence) to phenotype (shape ensem-
ble).
2.1.2 Measuring fitness
Our computational RNA genotype-to-phenotype model is able to accommodate a
variety of biologically realistic fitness functions. For example, RNA molecules have
been selected experimentally to bind a ligand with high affinity (Ellington, 1994).
We cannot yet explicitly model such binding interactions, but we can approximate
such systems by assuming there exists an ideal secondary structure and the nearer
the shape ensemble of a molecule is to that ideal the better it will bind (Ancel and
Fontana, 2000; Schuster et al., 1994). In our model, at equilibrium, a fraction pσ of
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a large number of identical sequences assumes shape σ and binds to a ligand with a
corresponding constant.
For each shape in the suboptimal repertoire, we used a hyperbolic decaying






where α and β are scaling constants, d(σ, t) is the Hamming distance between the
current shape and the target shape, and L = 76 is the length of the sequence. The
value α = 1 was chosen to scale the fitness values between ≈ 1 and 100; β = 1
was chosen to produce the hyperbolic decaying shape of the selective-value function
and maintain consistency with prior work (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Fontana and
Schuster, 1998). By scaling the distance with a hyperbolic decaying function, we
modeled strong selection for target structure.
We chose a nucleotide sequence of length 76 for several reasons. This length
has 228 one-step mutants, which should be sufficiently large for EVT to apply (Gille-
spie, 1983). The free-energy minimization algorithms are most accurate for short
sequences, thus our results will not be confounded by folding errors. This length also
gives us computational tractability – we can measure the fitness of every one-step
mutant sequence in a reasonable time. Finally, most tRNA molecules in natural
organisms are approximately 76 nucleotides in length.
The overall fitness, W , of a molecule is the average of the selective val-
ues of the shapes in its suboptimal repertoire, each weighted by its probability,
W =
∑
σ f(σ)pσ. The range of fitness values (W ) possible given our choice of pa-
rameters is 0.99 - 100. This function simultaneously considers secondary structure
and thermodynamic stability such that the highest fitness molecules will be those
that fold stably into minimum free energy shapes that look much like the target
shape. This fitness function is essentially continuous because no two sequences have
identical suboptimal repertoires.
2.1.3 Obtaining low-rank genotypes
The rank of a wildtype allele (i) is simply its position in a set of fitnesses that are
rank ordered from 1 (most fit) to m+ 1 (least fit), where m is the number of single-
mutant sequences (Orr, 2003). The Gillespie-Orr theory depends on the fitness of
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the wildtype allele being higher than nearly all of its 1-step mutants, that is, it is
based on genotypes with very few 1-step mutations of higher fitness (i << m+ 1).
Our results are based on large samples of low-rank genotypes, which are relatively
rare and therefore difficult to find by random sampling. Thus, we generated samples
of low-rank genotypes using adaptive walks. We emphasize that these walks were
not intended to simulate biological evolution, but simply served as a heuristic for
locating appropriate sequences for our study.
Adaptive walks were initiated with random RNA sequences with no base-
composition bias. We refer to the sequence at the current step of an adaptive
walk as the wildtype sequence. At each step of the walk, the fitness of every one-
step mutant of the current wildtype sequence was measured as described above.
We randomly selected a single one-step beneficial mutant sequence to be the next
wildtype sequence. The process was repeated until the wildtype sequence arrived at
a local optimum (i.e. no mutations were beneficial). A single wildtype allele of each
rank class was selected at random from each adaptive walk to obtain a set of suitable
low-rank genotypes. The shape of the distributions of beneficial fitness effects we
obtained was robust to two different types of adaptive walks (randomly selected
beneficial mutant vs selecting the best mutant at each step, data not shown), thus
our results appear robust to the choice of an adaptive walk model.
2.1.4 Generating high-fitness sequences
We generated sets of high-fitness molecules using an algorithm that produces se-
quences which specifically fold into a particular secondary structure. The program,
‘RNAinverse’ in the ViennaRNA package, initially divides the target shape into sev-
eral smaller regions and the starting sequence into segments, which each correspond
to a small region of the target structure (Hofacker et al., 1994). Each segment of
the starting sequence is individually optimized through single base changes or com-
patible base-pair changes. Once all of the separate regions of the starting sequence
have been individually optimized the full sequence is created and further optimized.
This results in molecules that fold into the specified minimum free energy structure,
but may or may not have a high degree of thermodynamic stability.
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2.1.5 Estimation of exponential parameters
Gillespie (1983) and Orr (2003) proposed that the distribution of absolute fitness
differences among the few fittest alleles will follow an exponential distribution (den-
sity λe−λx, where λ is the exponential parameter characterizing the distribution).







where Wj is the fitness of the j-th beneficial mutation, Wi is the fitness of the
wildtype allele and n is the number of alleles, such that Wj > Wi. Since the
estimate of the exponential parameter as 1/µ̂ is biased, we work with the estimate
of the mean, which has the advantage of being more interesting biologically than
its reciprocal. Another useful property of an exponential distribution is that a
log-linear plot of the total observations greater than x yields a straight line, and
deviations from exponential are thus easily observed in such a plot [CDF: P{X >
x} = e−λx; ln(e−λx) = −λx].
Orr (2002) claimed that distributions of fixed beneficial fitness effects in ac-
tual biological systems may deviate from exponentiality at the left end (small benefit
mutations) but obey exponentiality in the right end (large benefit mutations). Left
truncation of the distributions of new beneficial fitness effects may therefore yield
the exponential property even though the full distribution may not. To estimate µ
of the full distribution from a truncated distribution, we first compute the mean µT
of the truncated distribution






= µ+ T (2.4)
where T is the truncation threshold. Thus, an unbiased estimate of the mean µ̂ of
the full distribution is
µ̂ = µT − T (2.5)
If the full distribution is exponential, then µ̂ is unaffected by truncation when cor-
rected in this fashion.
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2.2 Results
Gillespie and Orr proposed that EVT could be applied to describe the distribution
of fitness effects of beneficial mutations to high-fitness genotypes. The use of EVT
rests on several assumptions: (1) allelic fitnesses are drawn from an underlying well-
behaved distribution of allelic fitnesses, (2) the one-step mutants of a genotype are
an i.i.d. random sample from this distribution, and (3) the wildtype allele lies well
into the right-hand tail of the underlying distribution, thus the fitness effects of
beneficial one-step mutations of the wildtype allele will be further in the tail. We
therefore set out to rigorously test the fundamental predictions of the theory.
2.2.1 The RNA fitness distribution obeys EVT
In order to determine whether the fitness distribution for random RNA molecules
belongs to one of the three classes of extreme-value distributions, we measured
the fitnesses of approximately 3.6 million random sequences. The distribution of
fitnesses in this set of genotypes shows a strong peak at W ≈ 1.2 and the fraction
of sequences with W > 3.0 is less than 10−4 (Figure 2.1). Any sequences with
W > 3.0 would be expected to be sufficiently far into the tail to be in the domain
of EVT.
A fitness difference ∆i is the absolute fitness difference between the alleles of
rank i and i+ 1 in a set of allelic fitnesses ranked from 1 (most fit) to N (least fit)
(Orr, 2003). For the top few i, EVT predicts ∆i to be asymptotically exponentially
distributed and E(∆i) = E(∆1)/i. The set of 3.6 million sequences was randomly
divided into 15,880 subsets of 229 sequences. The number 229 was chosen because
it is the number of one-step mutants plus the wildtype allele of a 76-nucleotide
sequence, which we consider in the adaptive walks discussed below. We measured
∆1, ∆2 and ∆3 for each set of 229 random sequences. The inset to Figure 2.1
confirms the exponential distribution of ∆1, ∆2 and ∆3. ∆1 was found to be 1.99
and 2.87 times the size of ∆2 and ∆3, respectively, which are close to the expected
values 2 and 3, respectively.
We find the fitnesses follow a Gumbel-type distribution, consistent with a
major assumption of current adaptation theory. Thus, if one-step mutational neigh-
borhoods are essentially random samples of sequences, the distribution of beneficial
























Figure 2.1: The distribution of absolute fitness of 3,636,520 random sequences. The
data was divided into 10 equal-width bins and plotted so that the center of the
column on the x-axis is at the upper bin bound. The y-axis is the fraction of
sequences falling into a particular bin. Inset: the distribution of ∆1, ∆2 and ∆3
(see text) for 15,880 sets of 229 absolute fitness values. The x-axis is the fitness
effect and the y-axis is the fraction of fitnesses falling a particular bin on a log scale.
The bin width is 0.2 for ∆1, 0.1 for ∆2, 0.67 for ∆3.
2.2.2 Distribution of fitness effects with random starting points
The rank (i) of a genotype is defined as the position of that genotype in a set of
allelic fitnesses ranked from 1 (most fit) to m (least fit), where m is the number
of single-mutant sequences (Orr, 2003). An allele of rank i has i − 1 one-step
beneficial mutations. The distribution of beneficial mutations was analyzed using
sequences of rank i ≤ 4, to be confident that they would be in the domain of
EVT. The wildtype genotypes were generated with adaptive walks beginning with
random starting genotypes. The mean starting fitness of the random sequences was
1.1 (± 0.002 SE). The mean ending fitness was 3.4 (± 0.01 SE). The distributions
of beneficial effects were produced using genotypes from 5721 adaptive walks that

















Figure 2.2: The cumulative distribution of beneficial fitness effects of wildtype alleles
from random walks. Data are from 5721 adaptive walks starting from random
sequences - one wildtype genotype per rank per walk. The x-axis is the size of the
beneficial fitness effect and the y-axis is the fraction of mutants with fitness greater
than the x-axis value on a log scale. The dashed curve is i = 2(n = 5004), the
light gray curve is i = 3(n = 9908) and the black curve is i = 4(n = 14871). Inset:
exponential behavior when truncated at S = 0.20. Style and color of curves matches
the main figure.
0.28 SE) substitutions before reaching a local optimum.
The set of genotypes used to estimate the distribution of beneficial fitness
effects was produced by randomly selecting a single sequence for every rank class
i ≤ 4 from each adaptive walk. This produced a unique data set for each rank
class and ensured the statistical independence of the observations within each data
set. By measuring S = Wj − Wi, the difference between the fitnesses of each
high-fitness mutant genotype and the wildtype on an absolute scale, we estimated
the distribution of beneficial fitness effects for each rank class. The distributions
of beneficial effects deviate from exponential by having an excess of small-sized
mutations (Figure 2.2). For each wildtype rank examined, at least 80% of the
beneficial mutations increase fitness by less than 0.01, on an absolute scale.
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Inspection of Figure 2.2 suggests that the distributions may be nearly expo-
nential for the larger S values. Indeed, when the distribution of effects is truncated
to S > 0.2, this class of mutations appears approximately exponential (Figure 2.2,
inset). However, it must be emphasized that the genotypes with S > 0.2 are a very
small fraction of the full distribution (< 0.5%). Consistent with Orr’s assertions,
the ML estimate of the means of the truncated distributions are statistically indis-
tinguishable for the different rank classes [p = 0.71(i = 2, 3) and p = 0.88(i = 3, 4),
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney]. In contrast to the theory, the means of the full distri-
butions for different ranks are significantly different [p < 2.2× 10−16 (i = 2, 3) and
p < 2.2× 10−16 (i = 3, 4), Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney].
2.2.3 Distribution of fitness effects in high-fitness space
The fitnesses attained at the end of the adaptive walks started from random geno-
types were low relative to the maximum possible fitness of 100, thus these data do
not represent regions of sequence space with high-fitness genotypes. To evaluate
mutational effects in high-fitness regions of sequence space, we used inverse fold-
ing to generate a large set of sequences with secondary structures that nearly or
perfectly matched the target structure. These sequences were used to start 8390
adaptive walks (referred to as “high-fitness walks”). We only considered walks in
which the final sequence attained a fitness greater than 20, giving a subset of 6959
adaptive walks. The mean final fitness attained in this subset of walks was 56.71
(±0.21, SE).
Using a single sequence of each rank i ≤ 4 from each walk, we generated the
distribution of beneficial effects as described for the random walks (Figure 2.3).
The entire spectrum of beneficial effects is not exponentially distributed, again be-
cause of an excess of small fitness effect mutations. Furthermore, the fitness effects
for the mutants of the high-fitness genotypes are on average greater than for the
mutants of the random-walk genotypes. The larger effect mutations resulted in the
much faster rate of adaptation of the sequences in high-fitness space: the average
size of a fixed mutation was significantly larger for the high-fitness walks than the
random walks (high-fitness walks: 1.034 ± 0.004; random walks: 0.034 ± 0.0001).
The rate of adaptation, however, does not correspond to a rate obtained in a truly
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Figure 2.3: The cumulative distribution of all one-step beneficial fitness effects of
wildtype alleles from the high-fitness walks. Data are from 6959 adaptive walks
starting near fitness optima - one wildtype genotype per rank per walk. The x-
axis is the size of the beneficial fitness effects and the y-axis is the fraction of
mutants with fitness greater than the x-axis value on a log scale. The dashed curve
is i = 2(n = 6204), the light gray curve is i = 3(n = 12374) and the black curve is
i = 4(n = 18432). Inset: exponential behavior when truncated at S = 10.0. Style
and color of curves matches the main figure.
2.2.4 Deviation from exponential behavior
To compare the distributions of beneficial fitness effects in the different regions
of sequence space, we progressively truncated the distributions to determine the
minimum threshold required to achieve exponentiality. The motivation for this
approach is that the appropriate truncation value is not obvious by inspection of
the plots in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Thus, for each distribution, we plotted the
estimated mean S value for progressively larger truncation values and identified the
point at which the estimate of the mean asymptotes. Any systematic variation in


























Figure 2.4: The effect of truncation on the estimated mean beneficial effect. The
distributions become approximately exponential when the curve shown here asymp-
totes. The upper plot is the estimate of the mean using absolute fitness differences.
The lower plot is the estimate based on s values.
The truncated distributions of the two sets of sequences are vastly different
(Figure 2.4). The high-fitness sequences maintain a significantly higher mean
fitness effect than the random sequences and become exponential at a significantly
higher threshold (S = 0.20 for random walks; S = 10.0 for high-fitness walks). We
have included the comparison between S (top panel Figure 2.4 ) and s (bottom
panel Figure 2.4 ). Neither fitness measure removes the non-exponentiality nor
the difference in fitness effects in the two regions of genotype space. Therefore, the
distributions of beneficial fitness effects differ among the two regions of sequence
space.
2.2.5 Decline in mean s during walks
So far we have considered the absolute difference in fitness (S) between the wild-
type and its mutants. Now we consider the relative fitness difference between the
genotypes (s), which is defined as the absolute fitness difference between the mutant
and wildtype alleles normalized to the absolute fitness of the wildtype allele. We
monitored the change in s during an adaptive walk by measuring the mean size of
all new beneficial effects in the one-step neighborhood of the wildtype genotypes
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(Figure 2.5). We only considered wildtype alleles with i ≤ 4 for this analysis. The
average s in the mutant neighborhood declined during the course of an adaptive
walk, demonstrating that small benefit mutations come to dominate the landscape
with the approach toward a local optimum. Not surprisingly, the mutants of the
“high-fitness” genotypes had higher s values during most stages of the adaptive
walks because of the large S values observed.
The important but perhaps obvious result is that the mean of the distribu-
tion of beneficial effects declines as the adaptive walk progresses. Early in the course
of a walk, large s mutations exist permitting adaptation to proceed quickly. As the
adapting sequence approaches a local optima, the possible s values become progres-
sively smaller thus slowing adaptation. Thus, the distribution of beneficial fitness
effects changes during the course of an adaptive walk, supporting recent theoreti-
cal predictions (Orr, 2002, 1998). This result is in agreement with the theoretical
predictions of Fisher’s geometric model of adaptation (Fisher, 1930) and empirical
studies of viral adaptation (Burch and Chao, 1999).
2.3 Discussion
Gillespie (1983) pioneered a theory of adaptation for populations that are displaced
from a fitness optima by an environmental change. He argued that the wildtype allele
would remain sufficiently far in the extreme right-hand tail of the distribution of
allelic fitnesses that the fitness of any beneficial mutants would be within the domain
of extreme-value theory. This theory tells us that the differences between consecutive
rank-ordered extreme values from a randomly selected set of values, should follow an
exponential distribution. Orr (2002; 2003) then used this theory to argue that the
distribution of beneficial fitness effects for genotypes in the extreme right-hand tail
of the fitness distribution would be exponential, with a single exponential parameter
governing all such genotypes (Orr, 2003).
This theory is potentially very important for both artificial and natural evo-
lution. It offers a framework for predicting the outcome of adaptation in response
to environmental challenges such as pharmaceuticals, pesticides, and herbicides. To
date, the predictions of the model have received mixed experimental support (Imhof
and Schlotterer, 2001; Rozen et al., 2002; Sanjuan et al., 2004), but these types of













Figure 2.5: Mean s for all beneficial mutations in the neighborhood of R ≤ 4 wild-
type sequences across the length of an adaptive walk. Data are from 5721 random
and 6959 high-fitness adaptive walks. The x-axis is the number of substitutions
and the y-axis is the mean s of the one-step beneficial mutations from all low-rank
wildtype alleles at that step.
have additional limitations, as discussed by Orr (2003). These studies are mentioned
not to diminish their importance, but rather to illustrate the difficulty in testing the
theory.
We have tested this theory using a quasi-empirical model of RNA evo-
lution. RNA secondary-structure prediction by free-energy minimization gives a
biologically-realistic map from a genotype (sequence) to phenotype (shape ensem-
ble). We assigned fitnesses to individual RNA molecules based upon biologically-
motivated properties of the their shape ensembles. No a priori assumptions were
made regarding an underlying distribution of allelic fitnesses or fitness correlations
among similar sequences.
We found that the distribution of fitness values is of the Gumbel-type. Max-
ima drawn from this class of distributions converge to what is often called ‘the’
extreme-value distribution (for an excellent overview see Box 2 in (Orr, 2005); for a
detailed treatment see (Leadbetter et al., 1983)). Current adaptation theory com-
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monly assumes that distributions of fitnesses are Gumbel-type. Orr has shown that
Gumbel-type distributions of fitness values arise in Fisher’s geometrical model of
adaptation (Orr, 2005). Yet, empirical evidence to support the assumption is lim-
ited by our ability to measure the fitness of large sets of random genotypes. To our
knowledge, this is the first empirical evidence supporting the existence of Gumbel
distributions in biological systems.
Although a major assumption of the theory holds up in the RNA model,
we found two fundamental departures from its predictions. First, the distribution
of beneficial effects depends on the fitness of the parent genotype; the average size
of a beneficial effect increases with the fitness of the parent genotype. Second, for
the two fitness classes we evaluated, the distributions of beneficial effects are non-
exponential, though they are monotonically declining as predicted by the theory.
The distributions appeared exponential and rank-invariant only after left truncations
that discarded over 99% of the observations. The appropriate truncation thresholds
also differed for these two classes of sequences.
A priori, two possible explanations for the discrepancy between the theory
and our observations can be proposed. First, the fitness landscape in our quasi-
experimental system may not satisfy the prerequisites of extreme value theory. This
explanation was rejected through a large random survey of sequences in which the
tail of the fitness distribution was shown to have the essential characteristics pre-
dicted by EVT (Figure 2.1). Thus, we turn to a second possible explanation:
correlations among closely related sequences defy Gillespie and Orr’s assumptions
that the one-step mutations of any given genotype have i.i.d. random fitnesses from
the distribution of all allelic fitnesses. In other words, the theory assumes that
fitness values are distributed completely randomly throughout genotype space.
In our model, most point mutations are nearly neutral because they alter the
structural repertoire, and therefore the fitness, of a molecule only slightly. Thus, the
fitnesses of a sequence and its one-step mutants are correlated, implying that, on
average, the fitness differences between beneficial mutants and their parent sequences
will be smaller than expected if the fitnesses of the beneficial mutants had been
i.i.d. random samples from an overall fitness distribution, as the theory assumes.
Therefore, the correlation between the fitnesses of parental genotypes and their one-
step mutants produced at least part of the discrepancy between our observations
and the Orr-Gillespie theory - the excess of small effect mutations.
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Fitness correlations among closely related genotypes are certainly not unique
to our model. In a closely related model in which the fitness of an RNA sequence
is determined by thermostability alone, Fontana et al. (1993) measured fitness cor-
relations among genotypes and their mutants. In particular, they measured the
correlation length (ρ), which is the distance d at which the fitnesses of a refer-
ence sequence and a d-mutant sequence become essentially statistically indepen-
dent. They estimated ρ = 6.25 for a 70 nucleotide sequence suggesting that, on
average, one-step mutants will have similar fitnesses to their parental genotypes,
although it does not specifically address correlations between high fitness sequences
and their beneficial mutants. Fitness correlations are evident in many other biolog-
ical systems. For example, if stable RNA structures are important to fitness, then
the interactions between the paired bases violate the assumption of independence
of separate mutations: a beneficial base pairing could be restored by either of two
mutations that would each achieve correlated fitness effects (Parsch et al., 2000). In
β-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) proteins, structure-function relationships may produce
correlation among the fitness effects of mutations (Atchley et al., 2000) and, by
extension, produce distinct fitness distributions in local regions of genotype space.
The observed association between high fitness genotypes and large beneficial
effects arises from both the correlation structure of the fitness landscape and the
shape of the selective-value function and thus may be specific to our model. We used
a hyperbolic decaying function because it models the realistic scenario in which most
molecular structures are essentially unviable and very few have high fitness. This
assumption is supported by remarkable structural conservation for many different
classes of RNA (Doudna, 2000). By virtue of fitness correlations, a sequence with
low to medium fitness (like those from the random adaptive walks), will lie near its
one-step mutants in the shallow region of the selective value function. Thus any
beneficial effects will likely be quite small. In contrast, high-fitness sequences (like
those from the high-fitness walks) and their one-step mutants will occupy the steep
region of the function, where beneficial effects may be relatively large. A preliminary
survey of beneficial fitness effects using a linear selective-value function also yields
non-exponential distributions of beneficial effects. In this case, however, the mean
beneficial effect does not depend on the fitness of the parent sequence. This suggests
that the observed anisotropy in beneficial fitness effects across sequence space may
be closely linked to the shape of the selective-value function.
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We offer a few caveats to this study. First, our model includes no selection for
function per se; instead we use characteristics known to be important for functional
RNA molecules in vitro and in vivo. Second, our fitness function is bounded both
below and above, yet the theory of Orr and Gillespie was developed for unbounded
distributions (Gillespie, 1983; Orr, 2003). Since our general survey of RNA sequence
space was consistent with EVT (Figure 2.1) and even the fittest sequences in
our study are quite far from the upper bound, we believe that the fitness bounds
do not pose a problem. Third, in the interest of accurate structural prediction
and computational tractability, we considered relatively short RNA molecules (76
nucleotides) that each has exactly 228 one-step mutants. The differences between
our results and the theory may be attributed, in part, to the small number of
mutants per genotype. Based on Figure 1 and Gillespies (1983) statement that 200
mutations per genotype are sufficient for the theory, however, we believe that this is
not an important source of bias. Finally, our results are for one model system and
other systems may yield different results.
Although this study demonstrates that the current theory might not with-
stand the complexity of all biological systems, some generality was evident. In
particular, the distributions of fitness effects were monotonically decaying and the
general shape of the distributions of beneficial fitness effects was invariant across
genotype space, as predicted by the Orr-Gillepsie theory. Furthermore, after dis-
carding the nearly-neutral beneficial mutations, the distributions of the remaining
large effects were approximately exponential. This suggests that a more flexible
theoretical framework may be possible in the future.
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2.4 Appendix 1: Maximum Likelihood Estimation of
the Exponential Parameter
The general probability density function (pdf) for an exponential distribution is:
y(x) = λe−λx. The likelihood L of an exponentially distributed set of values is then:




























We take the maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of the exponential parameter(λ̂) to























Thus, the mean of the fitness values is the inverse of the exponential param-
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eter defining the distribution. The mean of the distribution has the advantage of
being more biologically interesting and less susceptible to fluctuation from variance
in the data sets.
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From Bad to Good: Fitness
Reversals and the Ascent of
Deleterious Mutations
3.1 Introduction
Modern evolutionary theory recognizes that deleterious mutations may reduce fitness
and retard adaptation (Bachtrog and Gordo, 2004; Johnson and Barton, 2002; May-
nard Smith, 1978; Orr, 2000; Peck, 1994). Accumulation of deleterious mutations is
expected to affect the rate and course of many biological processes such as sexual
selection, development of cancer, and senescence (Charlesworth and Charlesworth,
1998). The theoretical work underlying these predictions makes an important as-
sumption: the fitness effect of a deleterious mutation is constant until the mutation
disappears or fixes.
In the standard infinite population experiencing a combination of natural
selection and random mutation, deleterious mutations should not fix, but accumulate
to a level perfectly balanced by mutation and selection. Some processes can lead
to deleterious mutations fixing in infinite populations, however. For example, in
Eigen’s quasispecies model, high rates of mutation can overwhelm selection and
shift the mutation-selection balance such that deleterious mutations accumulate to
exceedingly high levels (Bull et al., 2005; Eigen, 1971). In finite populations, several
processes may also allow deleterious mutation fixation (Charlesworth and Barton,
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2004). The best studied of these is random genetic drift - the stochastic fixation of
deleterious mutations in relatively small populations. Additionally, if recombination
is rare and the population size is finite, then deleterious mutations can hitchhike
to fixation with independently-acting beneficial mutations (Johnson, 1999; Kim and
Stephan, 2000).
The fixation of deleterious mutations certainly reduces the fitness of popu-
lations. It may be possible, however, for the fitness effect of an initially deleterious
mutation to change over time. In particular, compensatory mutations may evolve
that reduce the negative impact of deleterious mutations or, in extreme cases, the
resulting fitness may be even higher than the fitness of the ancestor in which the dele-
terious mutation arose (Weinreich and Chao, 2005). Such compensatory mutations
may appear before (or after) the deleterious mutation has fixed. Metaphorically
speaking, while fixed deleterious mutations are generally expected to be bad, they
may be stepping stones to distant adaptive peaks.
Evolutionary geneticists have long considered mutations that ameliorate or
compensate for the deleterious effect of a prior mutation. The literature on this
subject, however, focuses almost exclusively on compensatory mutations occurring
after the fixation of the initial deleterious mutation, and therefore does not address
the likelihood that the initial mutation will fix in the first place (Burch and Chao,
1999; Moore et al., 2000; Poon and Chao, 2005). One possible explanation for this
emphasis is convenience – both mathematical and experimental. To greatly sim-
plify the evolutionary dynamics, population genetic models of adaptation typically
assume that selection is much stronger than mutation [strong selection, weak muta-
tion models (SSWM)]. Under this assumption, a deleterious mutation will disappear
or fix before secondary mutations arise in the genome and thus the fitness effect of a
deleterious mutation remains unchanged throughout its evolutionary trajectory to
either fixation or loss (Gillespie, 2004).
If the mutation rate is relatively large, however, additional mutations may
arise in the genome carrying the initially deleterious mutation before it fixes or is
lost. Such secondary mutations change the genetic background and thus potentially
change the fitness effect of the initial deleterious mutation. The background se-
lection literature has frequently considered the scenario in which a good mutation
is driven to extinction by bad mutations (see (Innan and Stephan, 2003; Kim and
Stephan, 2000) and refs therein). Our interest, however, is in a process involving
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epistasis between mutations that results in amelioration of the deleterious effect and,
ultimately, the fixation of an initially bad mutation. Although this process seems to
have been largely ignored in the population genetics literature, one notable study by
Kimura shows that mutations at two linked alleles, which are singly deleterious but
jointly neutral, can both fix relatively rapidly even in large populations (Kimura,
1985). There has also been recent interest in the ability of populations to escape
from local optima via less fit intermediate genotypes (see (Weinreich and Chao,
2005) and refs therein).
Here we use a computational model of asexually replicating RNA molecules
to study the fixation of deleterious mutations. We first observe that initially dele-
terious mutations fix at a far greater rate than expected for an evolving asexual
population and that some populations achieve high mean fitness despite rapidly
accumulating deleterious mutations. We then reconcile this paradox by systemati-
cally characterizing the processes leading to fixation, which include random genetic
drift, hitchhiking upon independently acting beneficial mutations, and fitness effect
reversals upon secondary (compensatory) mutations.
3.2 Materials & Methods
3.2.1 Simulation Model
We used a computational simulation of a population of replicating and evolving
RNA molecules. Similar simulation models have been extensively used in previous
studies of evolutionary dynamics (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al.,
2005; Fontana and Schuster, 1998; Huynen et al., 1996; van Nimwegen et al., 1999;
Wilke and Adami, 2001). The program, RNAvolver (available from M.C.C. upon
request), was designed to make straightforward comparisons to existing theory by
simulating a stochastic, discrete-generation, asexually replicating population with
a fixed size. The fitness function is based on the folding of RNA sequences into
secondary structures (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2005; Fontana
and Schuster, 1987). The fitness effect of a mutation thus stems from a biologically
explicit model of molecular structure and is not simply selected from a probability
distribution of mutational effects, as in simpler evolutionary models (Crow and
Kimura, 1970).
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In our model, the genotype of each member of the population is the primary
RNA sequence of L = 76 nucleotides, which is similar in size to a typical tRNA
molecule. The focal phenotype is RNA secondary structure (“shape”, informally),
which provides the scaffold for functional tertiary structure and has been highly
conserved during evolution (Doudna, 2000). In the simulation program, the “fitness”
of each genotype is a function of its repertoire of probable secondary structures,
which we predict using thermodynamic minimization (Hofacker et al., 1994; Wuchty
et al., 1999; Zuker, 1989). The folding algorithm is relatively accurate for shorter
molecules, but is not able to model pseudoknots (a common tertiary structure motif)
and other non-canonical interactions (Hofacker et al., 1994; Nussinov and Jacboson,
1980; Zuker and Stiegler, 1981).
Fitness depends on both similarity to a reference shape (the “target”, t)
and thermodynamic stability, which is believed to impose a selective constraint on
both naturally and artificially evolved RNA molecules (Meyers et al., 2004). To
assign fitness to a molecule, we first predict the ensemble of lowest free energy
shapes (all shapes within 3 kcal/mol of the groundstate) using the ViennaRNA-1.5
package (Hofacker et al., 1994; Wuchty et al., 1999) and then measure the structural
difference between each shape (σ) in the ensemble and the target structure t. The





where α = 0.01 and β = 1 are scaling constants, d(σ, t) is the Hamming distance
between σ and the target shape, and L = 76 is the length of the sequence. To
determine the Hamming distance between two shapes, we measured the number of
positions at which the parenthesized representations (e.g. ((((....)))), where match-
ing parentheses are paired bases and dots are unpaired bases) of the shapes differ.
For example, two structures that differ by exactly a base pair would have a Hamming
distance of two. By setting fitness equal to a hyperbolic function of the distance to
the target shape, we model strong selection for that target. That is, only molecules
very close to the target are expected to function well.
The overall fitness, W , of a genotype is the average of the selective values of
the shapes in its ensemble of secondary structures, each weighted by its Boltzmann
probability (pσ), W =
∑
σ f(σ)pσ (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al.,
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2005). This fitness function assumes that both the structure of the molecule and
its thermodynamic stability are important for function. The range of fitness values
possible given our choice of parameters is 0.99 - 100.0. Prior studies show that
the evolutionary dynamics are relatively robust to the particular choice of fitness
function (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2005). In our simulations,
molecules replicate at each generation at a rate proportional to their fitness.
We adapted 100 replicate populations of RNA molecules under three different
genomic mutation rates (U = 0.01, 0.08, 0.32) and 45 populations with U = 0.95
(this set was constrained by computational limitations). Population size was held
fixed at N = 1000, which was a compromise between minimizing computational time
and maximizing N . Mutation rates were identical for all bases in the RNA alphabet.
These mutation rates spanned the range of published estimates for microorganisms
including viruses and bacteria (Drake and Holland, 1999). Simulations each ran
for 5000 generations except the U = 0.95 simulations, which were computationally
limited to approximately 2500-3000 generations.
Identifying Fixed Mutations
Mutations were classified as fixed if, at any time during the simulation, they were
retained by at least 95% of the extant genotypes. For each genotype containing the
mutation, we verified that the mutation was always present in the lineage leading
from the initial deleterious mutation, and never lost and subsequently reacquired.
The subsequent analysis considers all deleterious mutations that met this 95% cri-
teria (henceforth referred to as the “fixation threshold”). A more stringent criterion
(> 95%) was impractical because of the high mutations rates under which the pop-
ulations evolved.
3.2.2 Expected Fixation Frequencies
Kimura derived the following probability that a unique mutation with fitness effect
s will fix in a haploid population of effective size Ne: 1− e−2s/1− e−2Nes (Kimura,
1957, 1962). This model assumes that there are no subsequent changes in the mutant
lineage before fixation or loss. We used Kimura’s equation to predict the role of
drift in the ascent of deleterious mutations and defined Ne as the average number

























Figure 3.1: Diagram depicting a simplified “descendant lineage” for a genotype
carrying a deleterious mutation (black square) that fixed in the population. The
genealogy of the population present at fixation is used to determine the MRCA.
The descendant lineage is the single genotypic line of descent from the initial mutant
genotype to gMRCA. The faint gray branches along the descendant lineage represent
lineages that go extinct. The bottom half of this figure shows the accumulation of
mutations in the genotypes comprising the descendant lineage.
for Ne. Individuals produced roughly equal numbers of offspring in each generation
(not shown), however, so the actual value of Ne was likely close to this value. We
emphasize that our populations significantly deviate from the idealized ones Kimura
considered and, therefore, these calculations are only intended to serve as a rough
approximation of what might be expected to occur by drift alone. For example,
under the SSWM approximation, mutations necessarily arise and proceed to fixation
(or loss) one at a time; in our model, multiple mutations can simultaneously proceed
to fixation or loss.
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3.2.3 Measuring Changes in Fitness Effect
We measured the magnitude and direction of change in the fitness effect of a dele-
terious mutation during its evolutionary lifetime as follows. Consider a deleterious
mutation δ that creates a new mutant genotype, which we call g0. The genotype
g0 is the entire set of 76 bases in the molecule, including δ. If δ is not excessively
severe, then g0 may reproduce and its descendants possibly acquire mutation(s) at
other sites. As these descendent genotypes arise, there will be a tree-like genealogy
emanating from g0 (Figure 3.1). We use gi to refer to a descendent genotype of
g0 containing δ and i subsequent mutational events at other sites (where a muta-
tional “event” occurs during replication and creates one or more base changes). We
measured the fitness effect of δ in gi by creating new genotypes in which δ was re-
verted back to its ancestral state, but the i mutational events subsequent to δ were
retained. This δ-free genotype is designated g′i. The fitness effect of δ in the descen-
dent genotypes gi’s is then si = (Wgi −Wg′i)/Wg′i , where Wgi is the absolute fitness
of the descendent genotype and Wg′i is the absolute fitness of the δ-free genotype.
Informally, the fitness effect of δ is the fitness difference between the descendent
genotype with and without δ.
For comparison to the fixed mutations, we selected 10 deleterious mutations
from each simulation (1000 mutations for each mutation rate) and tracked the fit-
ness effect of each mutation in the descendant genotypes, up to six subsequent
mutational events. We selected these deleterious mutations at random from the
subset of all deleterious mutations that met the following criteria: (1) the mutation
had at least one descendant genotype, (2) the mutation did not fix and (3) the
mutation did not arise on genotypes that had one of the (eventually) fixed delete-
rious mutations appear within six subsequent mutations. We defined these criteria
because most deleterious mutations have no descendants and therefore we cannot
measure a change in fitness effect. We also modified the first criteria by increasing
the required number of descendants, but this did not qualitatively change our results
(not shown).
3.2.4 Determining the MRCA of the Final Population
For each simulation, we identified the most recent common ancestor (MRCA) of the
sequences present at the end of the simulation. The MRCA was exactly determined
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from a genotypic pedigree. It is a unique genotype; it is not, however, a consensus
genotype. Typically, additional mutations arise between the origin of the MRCA
and the end of the simulation that lead to divergence from the MRCA genotype.
This divergence is expected given that we are evolving populations under moderately
high mutation rates.
We then identified the history of mutation events on the genealogical branches
leading from the founder genotype to the MRCA, thereby ignoring mutations on
lineages that ultimately extinguished. We refer to the mutational events on the
MRCA lineage as ancestral mutations. Note that these ancestral mutations may be
ephemeral, never reaching substantial frequencies in the population and perhaps dis-
appearing upon subsequent mutations at the same site occurring before the MRCA.
The only requirement for an ancestral mutation is that the initial mutational event
creates a genotype from which the MRCA directly descended.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Adaptation despite frequent incorporation of deleterious mu-
tations
We followed the mean fitness of n replicate populations during 5000 generations of
evolution (n = 100, U = 0.01, U = 0.08, U = 0.32; n = 45, U = 0.95). The average
fitness of the populations increased with U up to U = 0.32 and then crashed at
the highest rate of U = 0.95 (Figure 3.2, dark bars). At U = 0.95, populations
were overwhelmed by deleterious mutations and may have experienced an error
catastrophe (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Bull et al., 2005; Eigen, 1971), though we
did not investigate this possibility. In contrast to the other mutation rates, the
mean final fitness achieved in the U = 0.32 runs was not only highest but was
highly variable, with about 20% of the runs achieving extremely high fitness (> 40,
on a scale from 0.99 to 100) and the remaining runs achieving more modest fitness
(≈ 7-9). We rejected the possibility that adaptation occasionally proceeded faster
due to rare simultaneous double mutations because such events were, on average,
deleterious and simultaneous double mutants never fixed (not shown).
We tallied the cumulative numbers of deleterious and beneficial ancestral

































Figure 3.2: The mean fitness of evolved populations increases with mutation rate
(up to U = 0.32) despite accumulating greater numbers of deleterious mutations.
The dark grey bars (left-hand axis) represent the mean final fitness of populations
that evolve under each mutation rate. The light gray bars (right-hand axis) show
the mean number of deleterious mutations that accumulate during the time to the
MRCA of the final population. The error bars represent one standard error from
the sample mean.
all extant sequences at the end of each simulation. Ancestral mutations are those
that occur along the single dominant genotypic lineage from the founding genotype
to the MRCA and define a history of sequential mutational events. A relative
minority of the total ancestral mutations ultimately reached the fixation threshold -
about 10% under U = 0.32 and 15% under U = 0.08 (data not shown). Figure 3.3
shows the maximum frequency attained by each ancestral mutation that did not
fix. Several forces may operate to preclude mutations arising on the MRCA lineage
from fixing such as drift, clonal interference and selection for other mutations at the
same site.
Each mutation in this historical sequence was classified as deleterious or
beneficial according to its relative fitness effect at the time it arose. Deleterious
mutations were those with a fitness effect that was less than the reciprocal of the
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actual population size (s < −1/N), while beneficial mutations were those with
a fitness effect that was greater than the reciprocal of the actual population size
(s > 1/N). Intuitively, the incidence of MRCA ancestral deleterious mutations
increased with the genomic mutation rate (Figure 3.2, light bars). One might
also expect that the rate of adaptation (change in mean fitness) would be inversely
related to the rate at which deleterious mutations impact the dominant lineage. In
fact, we found the opposite across all but the highest mutation rate: higher mutation
rates yielded both increased accumulation of deleterious mutations and higher mean
fitness (up to U = 0.95). In Figure 3.2 (dark bars), populations with U = 0.32
achieved higher mean fitness, on average, than those with U = 0.08 or U = 0.01,
despite incorporating a greater number of deleterious mutations.
Figure 3.4 illustrates three unintuitive properties for the fitness and ances-
tral mutation trajectories for populations experiencing U = 0.08 and U = 0.32.
First, U = 0.32 populations experienced substantially greater incorporation of
deleterious mutations than U = 0.08 populations, yet enjoyed consistently higher
mean fitness. Second, ancestral deleterious and beneficial mutations occurred in
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Maximum Frequency of Mutation
Figure 3.3: The maximum frequency of ancestral mutations (those forming the
dominant mutational lineage from the founding population to the MRCA of the
ending population) that did not fix. The black, dark gray and light gray bars
correspond to mutations with initial fitness effects that are deleterious, neutral and
beneficial, respectively. The x-axis is the upper bin bound for the frequency attained
(e.g. 0.20 includes those mutations whose maximum frequency is greater than 0.10
and less than or equal to 0.20). The y-axis is the fraction of mutations in each
class that attained each frequency range. The top pane (A) shows the frequency
distribution for U = 0.32 and the bottom pane (B) depicts U = 0.08.
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the MRCA lineages at nearly equal rates. The correlation between mutation rate
and mean fitness may be explained, in part, by the more rapid accumulation of
beneficial mutations under moderately high mutation rates. Third, during periods
of relatively stable mean fitness, deleterious mutations impacted the MRCA lin-
eage at the same rate as during periods of rapid adaptation. These observations
taken together suggest that initially deleterious mutations may not strictly impede
adaptation, in contrast to theoretical predictions (Johnson and Barton, 2002; May-
nard Smith, 1978; Orr, 2000; Peck, 1994).
3.3.2 Processes enabling the fixation of deleterious mutations
We now consider the relative importance of several forces that might produce these
counterintuitive observations. We focused our attention on the smaller subset of













































Figure 3.4: Mutation accumulation and mean fitness of evolving populations. The
top pane shows the accumulation of beneficial and deleterious mutations in the lin-
eage leading to the most-recent common ancestor, while the bottom pane shows the
mean fitness of the populations over time. In both panes, the thicker lines repre-
sent the mean value and the thin, dotted lines represent bounds for 95% confidence
intervals. In the top pane, the dark lines represent beneficial mutations and the
light lines represent deleterious mutations (see text for definition). The jaggedness
in the lines is the result of averaging over all simulations, which frequently differ in
the length of their MRCA lineages. Within any single run the number of mutations
monotonically increases. In the lower pane, the dark lines correspond to U = 0.32
and the light lines correspond to U = 0.08.
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counted for the success of these mutations: (1) random genetic drift, (2) hitchhiking,
and (3) fitness reversals, i.e. the fitness effect changed from bad to good.
We discuss these processes in reverse order, beginning with the most preva-
lent and unexpected of the three: fitness reversals driven by compensatory muta-
tions. Suppose a deleterious mutation arises and decreases the fitness of the genotype
carrying it by a factor s. Population genetic models of adaptation generally assume
conditions of strong-selection and weak-mutation (SSWM) and therefore, during
the trajectory to either fixation or loss, no additional change occurs in the genotype
carrying the deleterious mutation. Under the SSWM assumptions, s would not be
expected to change during the evolutionary trajectory of the mutation. If the SSWM
assumptions are relaxed, however, a genome carrying the deleterious mutation may
experience additional mutations before it fixes or is lost from the population, and
thus the s-value of the initial mutation may change.
For each genome experiencing a deleterious mutation (g0), a complete ge-
nealogy was kept of every genotype that descended from it. A deleterious mutation
(δ) was considered fixed when at least 95% of the genotypes in the extant popu-
lation retained δ throughout their evolutionary histories. Starting with the extant
population in which δ was first fixed, we searched backwards to identify the most
recent common ancestor genotype (gMRCA) of all genotypes that retained δ. Since
the populations were evolved under moderately high mutation rates, gMRCA often
contained δ plus several subsequent mutations at other sites that arose after δ and
before the fixation of δ.
We identified the single descendant lineage of genotypes that captured the
history of mutations beginning at g0 and ending at gMRCA: {g0, g1, . . . , gi, gMRCA},
which we referred to as the “descendant lineage” of δ. The typical number of
subsequent mutations in the descendant lineage was 2-10 (2-40) in populations ex-
periencing U = 0.08 (U = 0.32). Each subsequent mutation could have altered the
fitness effect of δ before its fixation and, therefore, we measured the fitness effect
(si) of δ at each “step” along this single descendant lineage from g0 to gMRCA (δ
was necessarily present at each step). We used this temporal series of si’s to capture
the changing fitness effect of δ.
Many of the deleterious mutation fixation events were characterized by dra-
matic fitness reversals before fixation occurred as the genotypes containing δ ac-


































Figure 3.5: Fixed deleterious mutations interact positively with subsequent substi-
tutions, while random deleterious mutations generally remain deleterious (see text).
A: Mutations that were initially deleterious and ultimately fixed tended to become
beneficial before their fixation. It is apparent that the largest increases in fitness
occurred in the first few subsequent mutations. B: In contrast, random deleteri-
ous mutations generally remained deleterious with subsequent mutations. In both
graphs, the black lines correspond to U = 0.08 and the light lines to U = 0.32
(error bars represent one standard error of the mean). The horizontal lines separate
the beneficial (above) and deleterious (below) fitness effects. The fitness effect of
a mutation is calculated as (Wgi −Wg′i)/Wg′i , where Wg′i is the fitness effect of the
descendent lineage without the fixed mutation and Wgi is the fitness effect of the
descendent lineage with the fixed lineage
δ from a liability into an asset and, thereby, increased its probability of success
(Figure 3.5A). Both the rate and magnitude of the fitness effect reversals ap-
peared to increase with mutation rate. For a random sample of deleterious muta-
tions that never fixed, the pattern was markedly different. These mutations typically
remained a liability upon subsequent mutation (Figure 3.5B), though the few dele-
terious mutations that persisted for five or six steps appeared to have acquired some
small effect compensatory mutations. Thus, most deleterious mutations remained
deleterious throughout their evolutionary lifetime; only a notable few became ben-
eficial through positive interactions with their changing genetic backgrounds. Even
at U = 0.01, some fitness reversals were observed (not shown), indicating that a
much lower mutation rate is required to meet the SSWM assumptions of population
genetics models.
A fitness effect reversal does not imply that the fitness of the genotype as a
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whole will rise from below the ancestor to above the ancestor or, furthermore, that
the reversal explains the ultimate fixation of the initial mutation. It merely means
that a genotype is better off with the mutation than without it. In Figure 3.6A
& B, we show that, indeed, the fitnesses of the genotypes containing the fixed
deleterious mutations (gi’s, light lines) rose to levels above that of the ancestor, and
that without the initial mutation (g′i’s, dark lines), the fitnesses of the genotypes
were significantly lower. Notably, under both the high and low mutation rates, the
average fitness of the g′i’s remained below that of the ancestor. For the randomly
chosen deleterious mutations that did not fix (Figure 3.6C & D), the fitness of the
descendant genotypes (with and without the initial mutation) continually declined
relative to that of the ancestor and the fitness of the g′i’s is greater than that of the
gi’s. These figures indicate that fitness reversals via interactions with compensatory
mutations played an important role in the ascent of these deleterious mutations.
In fact, we found that about 80% of the initially deleterious mutations that fixed
did so as a result of a fitness effect reversal (Table 3.1) - a process not considered
by most population genetics theory, with a few notable exceptions (Kimura, 1985;
Weinreich et al., 2005). For comparison, ancestral mutations (those in the MRCA
lineage) that did not fix in the population only reversed their fitness effect about
25% of the time (data not shown).
We next consider the second process contributing to fixation of deleterious
mutations: evolutionary hitchhiking. We say that a deleterious mutation hitchhikes
to fixation when it fixes on a genetic background that attains fitness at or above the
ancestor (g0), but the fixed deleterious mutation remains deleterious (or neutral) in
every genotype leading to gMRCA. We determined the number of fixed deleterious
mutations that did not undergo a fitness-effect reversal and existed on genotypes
that evolved to higher fitness than the ancestor before the deleterious mutation
fixed. Finally, we assumed that the remaining fixation events were the result of
random genetic drift. These were the fixed deleterious mutations that maintained a
negative (or neutral) fitness effect and were found on genotypes with fitness below
the ancestor (Table 3.1).
We finally ask whether the number of fixation events that we attribute to
fitness effect reversals and hitchhiking might be within the range predicted to occur
by drift alone. Populations experiencing genomic mutation rates of U = 0.08 and
U = 0.32 fixed, on average, 9.8 and 15.2 initially deleterious mutations, during 5000
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generations of evolution, respectively. This corresponds to actual fixation rates for
deleterious mutations of 3.09× 10−5 (95%CI: [2.90× 10−5, 3.29× 10−5]) and 1.11×
10−4 (95%CI: [1.05 × 10−5, 1.16 × 10−5]), for U = 0.08 and U = 0.32 respectively
(Table 3.2). Kimura’s approximation yields expected fixation probabilities of 3.27×
10−5 (U = 0.08) and 1.21 × 10−31 (U = 0.08) when calculated using the mean
fitness effect of the fixed deleterious mutations in our simulations [s = −0.0239
(U = 0.08); s = −0.0672 (U = 0.32)]. A comparison of the observed and expected
rates of fixation suggests that, under U = 0.32, fitness reversals may lead to rates
of deleterious mutation fixation that are higher than expected by drift alone, while,
under U = 0.08 the rates of deleterious fixation do not exceed the expected rates
from Kimura’s model. We stress, however, that our populations are significantly
different from the idealized ones Kimura envisioned and thus there may be multiple
reasons for the observed discrepancies.







Table 3.1: Forces leading to the fixation of deleterious mutations. We categorize
all fixation events (n=981, U = 0.08; n=1523, U = 0.32) of initially deleterious
mutations into one of three types: fitness reversals, hitchhiking, or drift. Fitness
reversals occurred when fixed deleterious mutations attain a beneficial fitness effect
(S > 1/N) in the “descendant lineage” (see text). Hitchhiking occurs when deleteri-
ous mutations do not become beneficial (S < 1/N) in the “descendant lineage” and
are carried to fixation on good genetic backgrounds. Fixation by drift occurs when
deleterious mutations do not become beneficial (S < 1/N) along the “descendant
lineage” and are carried to fixation on genetic backgrounds that remain less fit than
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Figure 3.6: Fixed deleterious mutations are found in genotypes that are more fit
than the ancestral genotype in which the deleterious mutation arose. In each graph,
the gray lines correspond to gi and the black lines g′i. We define the fitness of
descendent genotypes relative to the ancestor as ((Wdesc−Wanc)/Wanc), where Wanc
is the fitness of the parent genotype that gave rise to the deleterious mutation and
Wdesc may mean the fitness of gi or g′i. The error bars depict one standard error of
the mean. A & B show the change in fitness of the genetic backgrounds harboring
the fixed deleterious mutations in the U = 0.08 and U = 0.32 runs, respectively. C
& D show the change in fitness of the genetic backgrounds of random deleterious
mutations that did not fix in the U = 0.08 and U = 0.32 runs, respectively.
tions to occasionally rise to fixation. Hitchhiking may work in concert with fitness
effect reversals, and therefore our estimates of the contributions of these two pro-
cesses may be low (Table 3.1). Furthermore, the incidence of fitness reversals
increased with mutation rate (from U = 0.01 to U = 0.08 to U = 0.32), perhaps
contributing to the evolution of higher mean fitnesses across these mutation rates.
Fitness-effect reversals are only part of the story, however, as the initial deleterious










Table 3.2: The probability of fixation of deleterious mutations in our simulations
compared to theoretical predictions of Kimura (1957). For the theoretical calcu-
lations, we estimated Ne as the average number of reproducing individuals each
generation, which we find to be 153.0 (U = 0.08) and 514.9 (U = 0.32), and esti-
mate s as the mean size of the fixed mutations.
than the U = 0.08 populations.
3.4 Discussion
In this study, we offer a new perspective on the effect and role of deleterious mu-
tations in adaptation. We simulated the adaptation of asexual populations of 1000
individual RNA genomes that each coded for a phenotype, which consisted of a
set thermodynamically probable secondary structures. In turn, fitness depended on
the overall similarity of a molecule’s phenotype to a target shape. The effect of
a mutation was determined by measuring its impact on the shape of the molecule
(it’s phenotype), and thus the distribution of fitness effects behaved as might be
expected of a biological system.
The novel result is that nearly one-third of the mutations that evolve in the
MRCA lineage (the single genealogical history from the starting genotype to the
MRCA of the ending population) arise with deleterious effects, yet this apparent
load of deleterious mutations does not impede adaptation. This can be explained
by the frequent occurrence of fitness reversals, that is, more than half of these dele-
terious mutations do not stay deleterious, but become neutral or beneficial through
interactions with compensatory mutations. Importantly, the compensatory muta-
tion(s) arise and reverse the deleterious effect well before the deleterious mutation
fixes, and the beneficial combination of mutations then ascends together to fixation.
Kimura described a special case of our process in a model of neutral com-
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pensatory mutations (Kimura, 1985). He derived the time for transition between
a wildtype genotype (AB) to a double mutant (A′B′), which has fitness identical
to the wildtype. To create the double mutant, however, the population needed
to pass through the deleterious intermediates AB′ or A′B, which each had fitness
1− s. He showed that under continuous mutation pressure, the double mutant can
fix relatively rapidly, even in large populations. The fixation time for the double
mutant was not unreasonably long, being slightly longer than the fixation time for
a pair of neutral mutations and much shorter than the fixation time for a pair of
unconditionally deleterious mutations.
A major question is whether this process occurs in nature. There is abundant
experimental evidence that the fitness effect of a mutation can depend on genetic
background (Lunzer et al., 2005; Weinreich et al., 2005, 2006). There is also evi-
dence that compensated deleterious mutations are present in the genomes of flies
(Kulathinal et al., 2004) and humans (Kondrashov et al., 2002). There is, however,
a lack of empirical evidence (as opposed to negative evidence) for the full process we
describe, although it would be difficult to observe without detailed histories of the
substitution events. In a study using the AVIDA software, Lenski and colleagues
observed a moderate number (∼15 %) of initially deleterious mutations that ul-
timately fixed. One of those deleterious mutations reversed its fitness effect and
provided the basis for further fitness gains, though it was not stated whether the
reversal occurred before fixation (Lenski et al., 2003).
Two factors may be necessary for this process to occur: a high mutation
rate and epistasis. The mutation rate must be high enough that a second, interact-
ing mutation arises in the genome before the first mutation is lost or fixed. While
background selection typically refers to pairs of mutations (one beneficial and one
deleterious) that have net negative fitness effects and no epistatic interactions, here
we focus on pairs of mutations (with at least one deleterious) that epistatically inter-
act to yield net positive fitness effects. We conjecture that, to the extent background
selection is occurring, fitness reversals may likewise be important to the evolution-
ary dynamics. Furthermore, the mutation rate of interacting sites must be high
enough to have a reasonable probability of creating the right combinations. Some
natural systems are characterized by high mutation rates, including RNA viruses.
Additionally, there is a sense that the self-replicating molecules present at the origin
of life may have had high error rates, and so may fit this model. In the early stages
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of the process, a small population size may be important to the extent that it affects
the rate of drift.
Ascent via fitness reversals also requires a rugged (epistatic) fitness land-
scape. Although epistasis is widely recognized in genetics and evolution, the process
described here requires an extreme form of it: the fitness effect of a mutation actu-
ally reverses (from bad to good) in the presence of a second mutation. Most studies
of epistasis focus on the weaker form in which the fitness effect of a first mutation
undergoes small changes in response to a second interacting mutation.
Recent theoretical and experimental efforts, however, are beginning to elu-
cidate additional details of these stronger epistatic interactions (so called, “sign
epistasis”) (Weinreich et al., 2005, 2006). For instance, one recent study of ce-
fotaxime resistance demonstrated strong epistatic interactions between mutations
(Weinreich et al., 2006). Their findings, however, were interpreted within the same
strong-selection, weak-mutation (SSWM) assumptions previously mentioned. As a
result, they reached the conclusion that the evolutionary optimization process is
limited to a succession of individual mutations that each increase fitness. If the
SSWM assumptions are relaxed, however, then many more evolutionary trajecto-
ries may be possible, in particular those that involve deleterious mutations followed
by compensatory mutations that reverse the initial deleterious effect.
Other studies suggest that compensatory mutations occur at relatively high
frequencies (Poon and Chao, 2005; Poon et al., 2005). For example, in the virus
φX174, Poon and Chao estimated that fitness recovery following a deleterious muta-
tion proceeded by compensatory mutation (as opposed to back mutation) in about
70% of the cases examined (Poon and Chao, 2005). As another example, Poon et al.
estimated, using data from 129 deleterious mutations in a wide range of organisms
and genes, that approximately 12 compensatory mutations exist for each deleterious
mutation (Poon et al., 2005). Compensatory evolution, as we observed in simulated
RNA, may therefore be a general general feature of more complex organisms.
Our results are a natural extension of previous work examining compensatory
evolution in viruses and bacteria. As noted above, those studies almost exclusively
considered compensatory beneficial mutations appearing after the fixation of a dele-
terious mutation and demonstrated that the compensatory effect depends on the
presence of the initial deleterious mutation (Burch and Chao, 1999, 2004; Moore
et al., 2000; Poon and Chao, 2005). The compensatory interactions we observe occur
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prior to fixation (or loss) of the deleterious mutation, and thus have a fundamen-
tally different evolutionary implication: they alter the fitness effect of a deleterious
mutation sufficiently early to sway its ultimate evolutionary fate.
While it is recognized that asexuality poses several problems to adaptation
through processes such as clonal interference, background selection and Muller’s
ratchet (Orr, 2005), the relative contributions of each to the “cost of asexuality”
is not known. A natural extension of this study is, therefore, to partition the
fates of beneficial and deleterious mutations into this broader set of mechanisms.
Classifying just the processes preventing fixation of beneficial mutations, however,
would be non-trivial. In our model, all processes that affect the fates of beneficial
mutations are occurring simultaneously and, furthermore, epistasis is rampant and
a mutation will typically be followed by others before fixation or loss.
In our study, deleterious mutations accumulated rapidly without impeding
adaptation - a result counter to most theoretical predictions. We attribute our
results, at least in part, to the fact that the fitness effect of a mutation can change
dramatically and rapidly upon additional mutations. It remains unclear whether
these reversions are sufficient to not only ensure fixation of the original mutation,
but to constitute major adaptive steps.
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A Simple Rule Shapes
Phenotypic Evolution
4.1 Introduction
Despite its familiar slogan – “survival of the fittest” – evolution by natural selection
may not always yield optimal organisms. In particular, it will be fundamentally con-
strained by the variation introduced into populations by mutation or migration. If
better traits never arise, then natural selection will never have the opportunity to fa-
vor them. Whereas adaptive constraints are central to evolutionary theory (Arthur,
2003; Beldade and Brakefield, 2003; Pigliucci and Kaplan, 2000), there have been
relatively few empirical characterizations of them (Beldade et al., 2002; Frankino
et al., 2005; Miller et al., 2006; Teotonio and Rose, 2000; Travisano et al., 1995).
Several of these studies suggest that selection can overcome putative constraints
(Beldade et al., 2002; Frankino et al., 2005). Yet, one study of the enzyme beta-
isopropylmalate dehydrogenase (IMDH) concludes that adaptation is constrained
by its spectrum of mutations (Miller et al., 2006).
With the introduction of the fitness landscape metaphor, Sewell Wright was
one of the first to argue for the importance of adaptive constraints (Wright, 1932). In
contrast to Fisher’s panselectionist views (Fisher, 1930), Wright suggested that fit-
ness valleys – low-fitness genotypes separating high-fitness genotypes – may preclude
simple incremental evolution (Wright, 1932). He argued that adaptation depends
on both the structure of the fitness landscape (that is, the spectrum of possible mu-
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tations) and demographic conditions. Since the 1930’s, the theory of evolutionary
constraints has matured, but is largely premised on hypothetical fitness landscapes
or very local estimates of mutational effects (Gavrilets, 2004; Stadler, 1995).
For most phenotypes of interest, we cannot yet model complete fitness land-
scapes. It requires knowing the fitnesses across large sets of genotypes, typically
too vast to exhaustively study either empirically or computationally. There are,
however, a few biologically important phenotypes for which this is tractable. In
particular, Eigen and Schuster pioneered the study of RNA molecules, using RNA
secondary-structure folding algorithms as tractable genotype-to-phenotype maps
(Fontana, 2002; Stadler, 1995). In their model, the genotype of a molecule is its
primary sequence and the phenotype is its predicted minimum free energy secondary
structure; fitness is based entirely on the similarity of a phenotype to an ideal target
structure. Through extensive sampling (that is, folding many diverse sequences) and
evolutionary simulations, this system has motivated and clarified several important
ideas in modern evolutionary theory, including error catastrophes, quasispecies, neu-
tral networks, and punctuated equilibria (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite
et al., 2005, 2006; Eigen, 1971; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Gruner et al., 1996a,b;
Huynen et al., 1996; Schuster et al., 1994; van Nimwegen et al., 1999).
The most influential concept to emerge from these RNA studies is that of
“neutral networks”, which are sets of genotypes with identical fitness that are in-
terconnected by neutral mutations (Schuster et al., 1994). In the RNA model, the
genotypes in a neutral network are sequences that fold into the same shape and are
connected to each other by paths of neutral point mutations. The neutral networks
of RNA and protein molecules appear to share three basic characteristics: (i) most
neutral networks are small (contain few genotypes), whereas relatively few are large
(contain many genotypes); (ii) large neutral networks are mutationally adjacent to
a greater diversity of phenotypes than small neutral networks; and (iii) large neu-
tral networks span the entire sequence space (Fontana and Schuster, 1998a; Reidys
et al., 1997; Schuster et al., 1994; Wagner, 2008).
Based on these characteristics, researchers have proposed that large neutral
networks should facilitate evolution by allowing populations to explore vast regions
of regions of fitness landscapes through neutral drift (Huynen et al., 1996; Reidys
et al., 1997; Schuster et al., 1994; Wagner, 2005, 2008). There is some evidence
to support this assertion, though it is largely based on sampling studies (Reidys
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et al., 1997; Schuster et al., 1994; Wagner, 2008) or simulation studies with strong
assumptions about the fitness landscape (Wagner, 2008). Most recently, Wagner
(2008) showed that populations evolving on large neutral networks sample more
alternative phenotypes than those evolving on small neutral networks, yet these
populations were constrained to explore a single neutral network.
Whether large neutral networks actually facilitate the evolution of optimal
phenotypes fundamentally depends on the global structure of mutational connec-
tions between different neutral networks. If large neutral networks are almost exclu-
sively connected to other large neutral networks, then populations will easily move
among common phenotypes, but be unable to evolve rare phenotypes. Theoretical
and computational characterizations of RNA fitness landscapes suggest that this
may, in fact, be the case. Yet, these predictions are largely based on relatively small
samples of sequences which may include only the most common phenotypes in the
fitness landscape (Reidys et al., 1997; Schuster et al., 1994).
Here, we use the RNA folding model to determine the complete structure
of fitness landscapes and how neutral network size and adjacencies constrain evolu-
tionary dynamics (for better or for worse). Specifically, we fold all RNA molecules
of lengths 12 to 18 nucleotides, and then develop a network model describing the
patterns of mutational connectivity among the phenotypes produced by molecules
of the same length. We build on previous characterizations of RNA neutral network
structure (Fontana and Schuster, 1998a; Li et al., 1996; Schuster et al., 1994; Stadler
et al., 2001), and argue that the mutational connectivity among phenotypes follows
simple predictable patterns that fundamentally constrain evolution.
4.2 Materials and Methods
RNA Folding Model RNA molecules fold into secondary structures that are the
essential scaffolds for functional tertiary structures and are evolutionarily conserved
for most functional RNA molecules (Higgs, 2001). The formation of secondary
structures is relatively well understood and can be rapidly predicted using ther-
modynamic minimization (Hofacker et al., 1994; Waterman, 1978; Wuchty et al.,
1999; Zuker, 1989). We used the Vienna RNA folding software [version 1.6.1 with
the default parameter set; (Hofacker et al., 1994)] to predict the lowest free energy
shapes of all RNA molecules of lengths 12-18 nucleotides. We assume that the shape
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of a molecule is a reasonable proxy for its fitness (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cow-
perthwaite et al., 2006; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b) and refer to each map from
sequences of length n to their predicted shapes as an n-mer fitness landscape.
Simulation Model We studied evolutionary dynamics on the 12-mer fitness land-
scape by computationally simulating a population of evolving RNA molecules. The
molecules stochastically replicate at each discrete generation in proportion to their
fitnesses, and evolve by point mutations. We and others have used similar models
to study many aspects of RNA evolutionary dynamics (Ancel and Fontana, 2000;
Cowperthwaite et al., 2005, 2006; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996;
van Nimwegen et al., 1999; Wilke and Adami, 2001). An important feature of the
RNA system is that the fitness effect of a point mutation stems from a biologically
explicit model of molecular structure and is not simply selected from a probability
distribution of mutational effects, as in simpler evolutionary models.
To compute the fitness of a molecule, we first predict its minimum free energy
secondary structure (that is, its groundstate), and then compare this predicted
structure with a pre-specified target structure. Specifically, if σ is the groundstate






where α = 0.01 and β = 1 are scaling constants, d(σ, t) is the Hamming distance
between the parenthetical representations of σ and t 1, and L = 12 is the length of
the sequence. The range of fitness values possible given our choice of parameters
is 0.99 - 100.0; except the open-chain shape, which was assigned a fitness of zero.
Several other studies using this computational model have shown that the qualitative
results are largely insensitive to the choice of parameters and even the shape of the
fitness function (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2006; Fontana and
Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996; van Nimwegen et al., 1999).
For every starting structure-target structure combination, we adapted 20
replicate populations for τ = 1, 000, 000 generations. The population size was held
fixed at N = 1000, which was chosen both for computational tractability and to
1Parenthetical notation represents paired bases with pairs of parentheses and unpaired bases
with dots (e.g. (((....))) is a simple stem-loop structure)
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limit the effects of genetic drift. The genomic mutation rate was maintained at
U = 0.0003 (NU = 0.3) for all bases in the RNA alphabet. We used soft-selection
(constant N) to maintain the population size when genotypes that fold into the
open-chain shape occasionally appear.
The expansive and intertwining neutral networks smooth the fitness land-
scape so that virtually every phenotype can mutate to at least one fitter phenotype,
except, of course, the optimal (target) phenotype. Yet the likelihood of finding a
more fit mutation while drifting on a large neutral network may be exceedingly
small. Specifically, 96.7% of all neutral networks have at least one beneficial muta-
tion (across all fitness functions considered in this study), and there always exists a
path of beneficial and neutral mutations leading to the target phenotype.
In our simulations, the average time to target was 339111.7 generations; and
there is no significant correlation between time to target and the abundance of the
target. The simulations were allowed to run for approximately three times longer
than the typical time to acquire the target, and 100 times longer than the evolu-
tionary simulations reported in other studies using this system (Ancel and Fontana,
2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2006; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996;
van Nimwegen et al., 1999). Two sets of simulations with different parameter sets
(N = 500, U = 0.05, τ = 5, 000; N = 1000, U = 0.005, τ = 250, 000) produced simi-
lar results to those reported here (not shown). The parameters were selected to be
biologically reasonable and do not appear to strongly affect the outcome. Although
even the most unlikely phenotype can evolve given infinite time, we believe that our
results reflect the likely course of evolution.
Rfam Informatics Analysis Rfam is a curated database of functional RNA
genes, which are those genes in which the RNA molecule itself takes parts in a
biological reaction (Griffiths-Jones et al., 2005). Here, we used version 7 (2006) of
the database. We restricted our analysis to families in which the predicted shape of
each sequence in the family was at least 60% identical to the consensus structure,
thereby minimizing the effects of folding inaccuracies. This included 239 Rfam
families (about 50% of the entire database) with representatives of every functional
class in the database.
Abundance estimates were obtained by calculating contiguity statistics for
the secondary structures predicted by thermodynamic minimization of each sequence
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in a family. We then determined the rank percentiles of these abundance estimates
in a null distribution of abundance estimates from random sequences. To generate
the null distributions, we randomized each sequence in a family 500 times (pre-
serving nucleotide composition), and then calculated the contiguity statistics of the
ground-state shapes of these random molecules. We finally determined the fraction
of contiguity statistics in the null distributions that were less than the contiguity
statistic from the naturally occurring molecule (Fig. 4.8).
Receiver Operating Curves Receiver operating curve (ROC) analysis is a tech-
nique for assessing the performance of classifier models (Fawcett, 2003). The area
under an ROC gives the probability that a model correctly assigns a binary vari-
able (in this case, natural or random molecule) to its proper group. We used ROC
analysis to assess relative accuracies of thermostability and contiguity for classify-
ing sequences as natural (taken from the Rfam database) or random, under the
assumption that natural molecules will have higher contiguity and thermostability
than random permutations of those molecules.
Specifically, we performed logistic regressions of molecule class (natural or
random permutation) on contiguity statistic and thermostability, and compute the
area (A) under the ROC as:
A =
∑
i((TPj − TPi)× (FPj − FPi)
P ×N
where P and N are the numbers of positive and negative instances in the data set,
TP and FP are the counts of true positive and false positive classifications between
indices i and j. We used the ROCR package to perform all such calculations in R
2.5.0 (Sing et al., 2005).
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Characteristics of RNA fitness landscapes
We have predicted the groundstate structures of all RNA molecules of lengths 12
through 18 nucleotides; we refer to length n RNA molecules as n-mers. The map
from sequences to shapes is extremely degenerate with large numbers of sequences
(genotypes) giving rise to identical shapes (phenotypes), as previously observed
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(Gruner et al., 1996a,b; Schuster et al., 1994). We found that the number of unique
phenotypes approximately doubles with each single-base addition, from 59 unique
12-mer shapes to 3211 unique 18-mer shapes. Some of these shapes are quite com-
mon, with many unique genotypes folding into them, while others are quite rare,
formed by few unique genotypes.
We define abundance as the number of genotypes that produce a particular
phenotype. The distributions of phenotype abundances appear similar across all
lengths of molecules (roughly exponential without the 10% of extreme values in
each tail), with relatively few highly abundant phenotypes and many rare ones
Figure 4.1. This is qualitatively similar to the distributions reported previously
for both protein and larger RNA molecules (Gruner et al., 1996a,b; Li et al., 1996;
Schuster et al., 1994).
Figure 4.1 shows a portion of the abundance distribution and a sample of
shapes present in the 12-mer fitness landscape. For the 12-mer to 16-mer sequence
lengths, the landscapes are composed entirely of variations on stem-loop-structures.
In the 17- and 18-mer landscapes, we observe the emergence of sequences folding
into multi-loop shapes, albeit at very low frequencies (on the order of 0.001% of
all sequences). The relatively low structural diversity is consistent with known
constraints on RNA structural motifs, for example, loops must contain at least
three nucleotides (Hofacker et al., 1994; Waterman, 1978).
A set of genotypes that shares a common phenotype is called the neutral
network of that phenotype (Fig. 4.2) (Schuster et al., 1994). Neutral networks
may be composed of one or more components. Within any component, all genotypes
are connected to each other by a sequence of point mutations that remain within
the component; these mutations are, by definition, neutral. For example, in the
bottom network of Fig. 4.2B, the red phenotype has a neutral network with two
components, each of which consists of a set of red nodes interconnected by red edges.
The abundance of a phenotype is precisely the size of its neutral network.
Counterintuitively, there is only a weak positive relationship between the
abundance of a phenotype and the number of distinct components in its neutral
network (r2 = 0.11, P ≈ 0.01). The majority of the 12-mer RNA neutral networks
are dominated by relatively few large components, which each contain approximately
8-10% of the sequences in the neutral network; together these large components











































Rank   Abundance       Nc     Dhamm   Dspl
1       14325304        nd      nd      nd
2       218567          16      11      36
3       183791          10      12      32
4       162009          26      12      39
5       152393          9       12      25
6       151705          15      12      29
7       122332          8       12      32
8       117213          21      12      35
9       113896          8       12      33
10      110509          8       11      32
11      105538          8       12      47
12      93866           7       8       24
. . . .
38      2260            12      9       18
39      2208            1       6       12
40      1525            16      9       21
41      1379            15      7       14
42      1368            2       5       10
43      1299            22      8       16
44      1188            34      7       12
45      1139            23      8       18
46      860             3       7       13
47      800             3       6       15
48      713             3       7       17
49      665             15      8       15
50      411             11      5       8
51      314             3       4       6
52      240             3       4       6
53      220             4       4       8
54      197             5       3       6
55      165             4       6       10
56      153             4       6       10
57      109             6       6       12
58      54              1       4       6
59      20              1       4       8
Figure 4.1: Phenotype abundance distributions for all fitness landscapes. The graph
shows the phenotype abundances (y-axis) for each phenotype, ranked in order of
abundance (x-axis). The most common phenotype is rank 1, the second most com-
mon is rank 2, and so on. Shown at left is the distribution of abundances, the
number of components (Nc), the maximum hamming distance between a pair of
sequences in a component (Dmax), and the length of the maximal shortest neutral
path between a pair of sequences in a component (Dspl) for each shape in the 12-mer
RNA landscape. The figure also depicts a sample of the secondary structures from
this landscape. The number of components and maximum diameter of the open
chain shape was not determined.
share many of the same characteristics as the entire neutral network. In particular,
they are each mutationally connected to the majority of the shapes that are adjacent
to the entire neutral network (typically > 75%). Figure 4.1 also reports the number
of components (Nc), the maximum Hamming distance between a pair of sequences
in a single component (Dmax), and the maximum shortest path length between a
pair of sequences in a single component (Dspl) for the neutral networks in the 12-
mer landscape. The neutral networks for the most abundant phenotypes percolate
through the entire space of genotypes.
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Figure 4.2: Simple mutational networks - (A) a two-locus, two-allele network and
(B) a more complex (hypothetical) mutational network. The lower networks show
mutational connections among genotypes; vertices are unique genotypes and edges
are point mutations. Colored edges represent neutral mutations, which connect
genotypes with the same phenotype (color); black edges represent non-neutral mu-
tations, which lead to a change in phenotype. The middle networks show mutational
connections among phenotypes. The size of a phenotype vertex is proportional to
the number of genotypes that produce it. Pairs of vertices are connected if there
is at least one point mutation that converts one phenotype to the other. The top
networks show possible fitness landscapes in which each phenotype is assigned a
fitness value, indicated in grayscale.
4.3.2 Characteristics of RNA mutational networks
The various phenotypes within a fitness landscape are connected to each other by
mutations. If we aggregate all genotypes into their respective neutral networks, we
create a mutational network in which each vertex represents a distinct phenotype
and edges connect pairs of vertices when there is at least one point mutation that
converts one phenotype to the other (Fig. 4.2). For example, consider a two-locus,
two-allele, haploid model with genotypes AB, Ab, aB, and ab (Fig. 4.2A). There are
three unique phenotypes - the two (A-) genotypes produce one phenotype (blue), aB
produces another phenotype (green), and ab produces a third phenotype (purple).
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Mutational networks, in turn, form the underpinnings for fitness landscapes, which
depend on the map from phenotype to fitness. Fig. 4.2B caricatures a higher
dimensional genotype network and its projections to phenotype and fitness networks.
For RNA molecules, the vertices in a mutational network represent unique shapes
and the edges represent point mutations that cause a molecule to fold into a new
shape.
Roughly speaking, evolution by natural selection moves populations along
the edges in a mutational network from one phenotype vertex to another. We are
therefore interested in how the structure of mutational networks influences evolu-
tionary dynamics. Intuitively, the structure of a mutational network may influence
(i) the likelihood that a given phenotype will arise and, (ii) if it arises, the likelihood
that the population can further evolve other, better phenotypes. Hereafter, we use
accessibility to refer to the likelihood that a phenotype will arise, and evolvability
as the likelihood that a phenotype can further evolve other, better phenotypes.
The most straightforward measure of a phenotype’s mutational connectivity
is its degree in the mutational network, that is, the number of other phenotype
that can be reached by a single mutation. For the 12-mer through 18-mer RNA
molecules, there are significant positive correlations between phenotype abundance
and degree [R = 0.88(12-mer) to R = 0.91(18-mer); P < 2× 10−16]. This has been
observed previously and suggests that abundant phenotypes should be both more
evolvable and more accessible than rare phenotypes (Reidys et al., 1997; Wagner,
2005, 2008).
The degree of a phenotype is, however, a crude indicator of its mutational
connectivity to other phenotypes. It does not reflect the probability that a mutation
will actually yield a new phenotype; this probability typically declines as the size of
the neutral network increases. Furthermore, the degree does not quantify whether
the non-neutral mutations off a neutral network are evenly divided among the set
alternative phenotypes, or are biased towards a select few of these phenotypes.
We therefore developed two novel statistics, which provide a more nuanced




, where νij is the number of point mutations to genotypes in the
neutral network for phenotype i that create a genotype in the neutral network
for phenotype j, and
∑
k 6=i νik is the total number of non-neutral point mutations
to genotypes in the neutral network for phenotype i. Thus, fij is the fraction of
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non-neutral point mutations to genotypes in the neutral network for phenotype i
that create genotypes in the neutral network for phenotype j. Large values of this
fraction indicate that phenotype j is relatively easy to find (via random mutations)
from phenotype i. Mutational proximity is often not symmetric (that is, fij 6= fji),
because the denominators differ.
The first statistic estimates the overall accessibility of phenotype i from other
phenotypes in the landscape using Ai =
∑
j fji. Large values of Ai indicate that phe-
notype i is relatively accessible from throughout the landscape. The second statistic
quantifies the potential for evolution away from phenotype i using a variation on




ij . This index indicates the diversity of
other phenotypes that can be easily produced by mutations from a given pheno-
type, and thus may indicate the potential for further adaptation away from that
phenotype. Specifically, it gives the probability that two randomly chosen non-
neutral mutations to genotypes within a given neutral network will result in the
same phenotype. The index is large for phenotypes that are adjacent to many other
phenotypes, and its non-neutral mutations are fairly evenly divided among the ad-
jacent phenotypes; it is small for phenotypes that primarily mutate to one or very
few alternate phenotypes.
In the 12-mer landscape, A increases significantly with the abundance of
a phenotype (Fig. 4.3,top pane). In other words, random mutations are more
likely to move genotypes to a large neutral network than to a small neutral network.
In contrast, E decays significantly with phenotype abundance (Fig. 4.3,middle
pane), suggesting that it may be more difficult to evolve away from large neutral
networks than small neutral networks. To provide more insight into the mutational
networks, we also calculated the average abundance of phenotypes reached by mu-





× |pj |. We find that the average
abundance of neighboring phenotypes significantly increases with the abundance of
a phenotype (Figure 4.3,bottom pane), meaning that the majority of non-neutral
mutations to abundant phenotypes produce other abundant phenotypes.
Thus far we have characterized the mutational networks formed by single
point mutations. If we instead considered the mutational networks formed by all
combinations of one, two or three mutations, then the phenotype network becomes
highly interconnected. The number of adjacent phenotypes significantly increases
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Figure 4.3: Mutational connectivity among RNA phenotypes. (Top) The A statis-
tic (described in text) indicates the likelihood that a given phenotype will arise
through point mutation. Random mutations are more likely to hit upon larger
neutral networks that smaller neutral networks (r2 = 0.886, P < 2.2 × 10−16; cal-
culated on log-transformed data). (Middle) The E statistic (described in text)
indicates the likelihood of given phenotype will produce diverse alternative phe-
notypes upon mutation. Point mutations to sequences in large neutral networks
are less likely to yield novelty than point mutations to sequences in small neutral
networks (r2 = 0.265, P = 3.56 × 10−5). (Bottom) The B statistic (described in
text) suggests that point mutations to abundant phenotypes create other abundant
phenotypes (r2 = 0.559, P = 1.58× 10−11).
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57.2 for the one, two, and three mutant adjacencies, respectively; P < 5 × 10−3),
and the network is nearly completely connected for triple mutations. Thus, under
elevated mutation rates, populations may be able to attain rare phenotypes easier
than expected based on point mutation adjacencies.
In summary, these observations suggest that abundant phenotypes may be
easy to find but difficult to escape, and thus the structure of a fitness landscape
may significantly constrain evolutionary dynamics. Whereas the accessibility of
abundant shapes is rather intuitive, the prediction that their vast neutral networks
can hinder further evolution contradicts a large body of theory, which suggests that
large neutral networks should enhance evolvability Huynen et al. (1996); Wagner
(2005, 2008). We note that this evolutionary constraint was previously proposed for
a simple fitness landscape model (van Nimwegen and Crutchfield, 2000).
4.3.3 Mutational networks provide novel insights into evolutionary
dynamics
To test the hypothesis that highly abundant phenotypes are readily accessible, yet
poorly poised for further evolution, we ran stochastic simulations of an adapting
population of 12-mer RNA molecules using an established model (see Materials and
Methods for details) (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cowperthwaite et al., 2006; Fontana
and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996; van Nimwegen et al., 1999). Since we
are interested in the effect of phenotype abundance on the capacity of selection to
acquire the optimal phenotype, we selected the phenotypes of the founding popu-
lations (henceforth, founding phenotypes) and target shapes to span the range of
abundances found among the 12-mer phenotypes. We chose ten founding phenotypes
[ranks (abundance): 3 (183,791), 8 (117,213), 13 (76,478), 18 (61,699), 23 (39,740),
28 (27,312), 33 (11,354), 38 (2,260), 43 (1,299), 48 (713)] and randomly selected 20
genotypes from the neutral network of each founding phenotype to form 200 isogenic
founding populations. Each founding population was composed of a single genotype
and, therefore, a single phenotype. In essence, we simulated adaptation starting
from 20 random points in the neutral network of each founding phenotype.
We separately adapted each founding population to twelve target phenotypes
[ranks (abundance): 2 (218,576), 7 (122,332), 12 (93,866), 17 (61,895), 22 (41,092),
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Figure 4.4: Stochastic evolutionary simulation in the 12-mer fitness landscape. (A)
The phenotype abundance of the target strongly affects the success of adaptation
(r = 0.76, P = 2.2 × 10−4). (B) The phenotype abundance at the start of the
simulation has no effect on the evolutionary outcome (r = −0.023, P = 0.17). We
simulated adaptation over one million generations with a genomic mutation rate of
U = 0.0003 and a constant population size of N = 1000.
considered adaptation successful if the population ever acquired the target pheno-
type, regardless of its frequency in the population. In the successful runs, however,
the target phenotype quickly dominates the populations and rises to frequencies of
nearly N (the population size).
The mutational connectivity statistics described above (Ai and Ei) will only
be good indicators of evolutionary dynamics if the probability of mutating from
phenotype i to phenotype j correlates with the fraction of mutations to i that
produce j (fij). To test this basic assumption, we compared the phenotype mutation
rates observed in the simulations (fraction of mutations to i that produce j) to fij
(the fraction of non-neutral point mutations to genotypes in the neutral network
for phenotype i that create genotypes in the neutral network for phenotype j). In
fact, we find an almost perfect relationship between the two quantities (Fig. 4.6A),
suggesting that mutational network structure fundamentally constrains evolution
and that Ai and Ei are good indicators of these constraints.
Across the 2400 simulations, we observed a significant positive correlation
between the abundance of the target phenotype and the likelihood that a population
successfully evolved to the target (Fig. 4.4A). This is consistent with the positive
relationship between phenotype abundance and mutational accessibility, as indicated
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Figure 4.5: Populations exploring the 12-mer fitness landscape. (A) The number
of appearances of a phenotype is strongly correlated with the abundance of that
phenotype (r = 0.92, P = 2.2 × 10−16, calculated on log-transformed data). (B)
The total number of time steps that a phenotype occurs in the evolving populations
is positively correlated with its abundance (r = 0.75, P = 1.5× 10−11, calculated on
log-transformed data).
the number of times a phenotype arises in the evolving populations (Fig. 4.5A).
Taken together, these results support our hypothesis that abundant shapes are more
likely to appear via mutation in evolving populations than are rare shapes.
We did not, however, observe a relationship between the founding phenotype
abundance and the ultimate evolutionary outcome (Fig. 4.4B). When a simulation
failed to acquire the target, the population was primarily composed of phenotypes
of greater abundance than both the target phenotype and the average abundance of
a random phenotype, demonstrating that the structure of mutational networks can
steer populations towards abundant, but non-optimal, phenotypes. As suggested
by the negative relationship between abundance and the E statistic, evolution away
from abundant phenotypes appears to be limited by the improbability of beneficial
mutations. In support of this explanation, we also find a significant positive corre-
lation between the abundance of a phenotype and the duration of the phenotype in
the evolving populations (Fig. 4.5B).
These observations appear to be inconsistent with the widely-held belief that
neutral networks facilitate evolution by allowing populations to traverse large re-
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Figure 4.6: Network connectivity correlates with mutation frequency in the 12-mer
fitness landscape. The rates of mutation between phenotype i and phenotype j in
simulations is nearly identical to the fraction of non-neutral mutations to i that
produce j (fij). The top pane depicts this correlation for an abundant phenotype
(rank 2, 218567 sequences), whereas the bottom pane shows this for a small neutral
network (rank 47, sequences). The mean slope of the regression line (taken over
all 52 of 59 neutral networks that arose in simulation) was r2 = 0.978 with 95%
confidence interval [0.945, 1.011], which is statistically indistinguishable from one.
1999; Fontana and Schuster, 1998b; Huynen et al., 1996; Schuster et al., 1994; van
Nimwegen et al., 1999; Wagner, 2005, 2008). In our simulations, populations readily
evolve from one abundant shape to another (that is, from one large neutral network
to another), but are often unable to evolve rare phenotypes. Thus, while the hypoth-
esis that neutrality (the fraction of mutations that are neutral) allows populations
to explore phenotype space is true, the evolutionary outcome of such exploration
is generally confined to other abundant phenotypes. Most of the prior studies ad-
dressing this hypothesis are based on relatively small random samples of sequences
from large genotype spaces, which may consist of exclusively abundant phenotypes.
The conclusion that neutrality facilitates evolution is reasonable when considering
only abundant subsets of fitness landscapes, but is somewhat misleading when one
considers the fitness landscapes in their entirety.
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4.3.4 The “ascent of the abundant” and the evolution of natural
RNA molecules
These results suggest the following hypothesis: the evolution of phenotypes, whether
complex whole-organism phenotypes or RNA shapes, may be biased toward abun-
dant phenotypes, even if those phenotypes are not optimal. We cannot, however,
test this hypothesis by directly measuring the abundances of complex organism-level
phenotypes since we cannot yet completely characterize their fitness landscapes. As
a first step in this direction, we have developed a simple structural statistic that
allows us to indirectly estimate the abundances of naturally occurring RNA shapes,
which are much larger and more complex than those considered thus far.
Across the n-mer phenotypes, we observed that longer contiguous helical
stacks (stems) form more frequently than shorter contiguous stacks and stacks that
contain bulges (which break up helices). We quantify this with a new statistic
(Fig 4.7) given by
Cs = log
(
total length stem-loop regions + number of base pairs
number of contiguous stacks
)
This contiguity statistic significantly correlates with log phenotype abundance in the
12- through 18-mer landscapes [r ranges from r = 0.71 (P = 3.6× 10−10) in the 12-
mer landscape to r = 0.69 (P < 2.2×10−16) in the 18-mer landscape]. The utility of
the contiguity statistic is that one genotype is sufficient to estimate the abundance
of its phenotype. We conjecture, therefore, that we can use the contiguity statistic
to ask whether naturally occurring RNA molecules are biased towards abundant
shapes.
We used the contiguity statistic to estimate the abundances of the RNA
molecules in Rfam, a curated database of functional RNA genes (Griffiths-Jones
et al., 2005). The Rfam molecules are grouped into families, and every sequence
in a family is thought to code for the same functional RNA. We compared the
contiguity statistics calculated for the Rfam sequences to null distributions gener-
ated by calculating contiguity statistics for thousands of random permutations of
those sequences. Specifically, for each naturally evolved molecule, we determined
whether the contiguity statistics of their predicted shapes were significantly larger
than the contiguity statistics of random molecules from the same fitness landscape
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total stem-loop length + number of base pairs







































Figure 4.7: Calculation of the contiguity statistic. A. Sample calculations of the
contiguity statistic for three 18-mer shapes. B. The contiguity statistic is strongly
correlated with abundance for all lengths of RNA molecules studied; example shown
is the 18-mer landscape (r2 = 0.69, P < 2.2× 10−16). Minimal Gaussian noise was
added to reduce granularity in the data.
(see Methods for details).
The structures of the natural RNA molecules indeed have larger contigu-
ity statistics than randomly chosen structures from the same fitness landscapes
(Fig. 4.8). This observation supports an “ascent of the abundant” hypothesis in
which the mutational networks connecting diverse phenotypes may steer populations
toward abundant, though not necessarily optimal, phenotypes. Yet, Fig. 4.8 (red
squares) shows that natural molecules are also significantly more thermostable than
random molecules. Thus one must ask whether the high contiguity values of natural
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molecules are simply byproducts of the evolution of thermostability (or some other
advantageous structural property) or, in fact, exist because of mutational biases
towards abundant shapes, or both.
The abundances of the natural molecules (as estimated by their contiguity
statistics) are even more statistically pronounced than their thermostabilities. We
used logistic regression analysis to ask which of contiguity or thermostability better
distinguishes naturally occurring molecules from their random permutations. We
regressed molecule class (natural or random permutation) on contiguity statistic and
(separately) on thermostability. The area under a receiver operating curve (ROC)
gives the probability that a model correctly assigns a binary variable (natural or
random molecule) to its proper group. The logistic model for contiguity yielded an
area under the ROC of 0.82, which is good; the model for thermodynamic stability
yielded an area under the ROC of 0.62, which is poor. Our results are therefore
consistent with an apparent biases towards abundant phenotypes in both the small
RNA landscapes and natural RNAs are not simply byproducts of natural selection
for thermostability.
4.4 Discussion
Evolutionary biologists have long appreciated that the evolutionary potential of a
phenotype depends on the breadth of its neutral network. Eigen’s error catastro-
phe theory, an extension of classic mutation-selection balance theory, argues that
the evolutionary potential of a phenotype depends on both its fitness relative to
alternative phenotypes and its robustness to mutations (Bull et al., 2005). Under
high mutation rates, only phenotypes with sufficiently large and connected neutral
networks can persist. The phrase “survival of flattest” has been used to refer to
the evolutionary success of low-fitness phenotypes with large neutral networks over
higher-fitness phenotypes with small neutral networks (Wilke et al., 2001). Crit-
ically, this idea assumes that these diverse phenotypes compete directly with one
another in an evolving population.
The relationship between abundance and evolvability that we have described
here is not a simple restatement of this idea. Instead, the evolutionary tendency
towards abundant phenotypes results from a biased exploration of phenotype space.



























Figure 4.8: Contiguity statistic and thermostability percentiles for natural functional
molecules from the Rfam database. The blue and green circles represent percentiles
calculated from consensus structures and individual sequences, respectively. The red
squares represent percentiles for thermostability predictions of molecules folding into
the wild-type structures. We used 239 families in which the consensus structure
was relatively well conserved among the individual genotypes. The x-axis gives
the fraction of random phenotypes that are predicted to be less abundant (or less
thermostable) than the actual phenotype, based on a comparison to 500 randomized
molecules. The functional taxonomy is determined by the Rfam database.
produce abundant phenotypes) and more inescapable (once abundant phenotypes
evolve, it is very hard to mutate to other phenotypes). In our simulations, we
observed that, when the populations failed to acquire the target phenotype, it was
not due to the target shape being lost to mutation pressure or other forces. In
the failed simulations, the target phenotype never appeared in the first place (not
shown).
Our results extend ideas developed in prior studies of both RNA and protein
structural evolution (Li et al., 1996; Schuster et al., 1994). In particular, Schuster
et al. argued that abundant RNA phenotypes are within a few mutations of almost
any genotype in the landscape (Schuster et al., 1994), and Reidys et al. further
demonstrated that only abundant phenotypes have neutral networks that percolate
through the entire sequence space Reidys et al. (1997). As a result, evolutionary bi-
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ologists have proposed that large neutral networks greatly enhance the evolutionary
potential of evolving populations (Huynen et al., 1996; Reidys et al., 1997; Schuster
et al., 1994; Wagner, 2005, 2008). Yet, these studies largely focused on the local
structure of neutral networks and not global patterns of mutational connectivity.
Here we have taken a global perspective and found that large neutral net-
works are more likely to impede than enable evolution. The probability of a non-
neutral mutation and the diversity of phenotypes produced by such mutations both
decline as neutral network size increases (Fig. 4.3,middle). In our simulations,
populations on large neutral networks were no more likely to evolve better pheno-
types than populations on small neutral networks (Fig. 4.4). Furthermore, these
populations spent more time on large neutral networks than small neutral networks
(Fig. 4.5B).
Our results more generally suggest that the structure of RNA mutational
networks favors the evolution of abundant phenotypes, even when rare phenotypes
are more fit. Abundant phenotypes are more likely to arise via a random mutation
than rare phenotypes, and, once established in the population, are more difficult
to escape via subsequent mutations. This gives a new perspective on the widely-
accepted hypothesis that large neutral networks facilitate evolution (Huynen et al.,
1996; Reidys et al., 1997; Schuster et al., 1994; Wagner, 2005, 2008). While large
neutral networks enable populations to explore large regions of fitness landscapes
via mutation, the outcome of such exploration is almost always evolution to another
abundant phenotype rather than to a rare phenotype. Thus, in the larger scheme
of things, neutrality may serve as a trap rather than a catalyst for evolution.
While our study suggests that naturally occurring RNA molecules are bi-
ased towards abundant shapes, we recognize that abundance may have evolved as a
byproduct of correlated biophysical or biochemical properties that enhance the func-
tionality of molecules. We specifically address the possibility that the abundance
bias may be driven by thermostability. Our simulation study shows that abundant
shapes will evolve in the absence of natural selection for thermostability, and our
analysis of natural RNA molecules indirectly suggests that thermostability alone
cannot account for the bias toward abundant shapes. We believe that both pro-
cesses have probably contributed to the prevalence of abundant shapes: (i) natural
selection for thermostability and/or other beneficial molecular properties that cor-
relate with abundance and (ii) the underlying structure of the mutational network.
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We contend that the second process is important and perhaps has precluded the
evolution of functionally optimal molecules.
In closing, we have further characterized the relationship between phenotype
abundance and mutational connectivity, and explored its evolutionary implications.
The abundance of a phenotype positively correlates with the probability of randomly
mutating to that phenotype and negatively correlates with the probability of ran-
domly mutating away from that phenotype to alternative phenotypes. Consequently,
the evolutionary potential of a phenotype critically depends on its abundance, and
mutational networks therefore can fundamentally constrain evolution. As we learn
more about the structure of mutational networks, we can gain new perspectives on
the history and function of natural systems and better methods for artificially select-
ing molecules with desired functions. Characterizing mutational networks remains
a formidable challenge, particularly when we consider more complex phenotypes
and sources of variation beyond simple point mutations. We can approach these
larger landscapes using statistical shortcuts, like the contiguity statistic introduced
here, that indirectly provide information about the global structure of the fitness
landscape, or by designing farther-reaching mutagenesis experiments.
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Evolution of Mutation Rates in
Finite Asexual Populations
The mutation rate is a fundamental evolutionary parameter. It determines the
amount of genetic variation entering populations and thus affects the rate of molec-
ular evolution, the speed of adaptation, the fitness achieved by evolving populations,
rates of speciation, and evolution of biological robustness. Both theoretical and em-
pirical studies have yielded progress in understanding how various factors affect
evolution of the mutation rate. At the same time, these studies provide only a
limited view. The difficulty is that mutation has two faces. Beneficial mutations
improve fitness, and are necessary for adaptation. Yet, most mutations are harmful,
and thus any mutation rate imposes a ‘load’ on populations that works against adap-
tation and high fitness. The difficulty is in understanding the balance between these
two opposing effects and, especially, how that balance depends on the environment,
the fitness landscape, and the movement of the population across that landscape.
For mathematical tractability, previous models have assumed simple proper-
ties of fitness landscapes. The most important of these assumptions are to specify
the fitness effects of mutations, and to assign a distribution of deleterious fitness ef-
fects that is unchanging, even as the population evolves (Andre and Godelle, 2006;
Ishii et al., 1989; Johnson and Barton, 2002; Kimura and Ota, 1974; Kirschner and
Gerhart, 1998; Leigh, 1970; Liberman and Feldman, 1986; Orr, 2000; Sniegowski
et al., 2000). At best, only the rate is allowed to change. These simplifications fol-
low from the fact that the individual is assigned only a fitness value, not a phenotype
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that determines fitness.
Recent advances in computational and structural biology have enabled the
development of simulation models based on predicting molecular structures from
RNA or protein sequences (Chan and Bornberg-Bauer, 2002; Cowperthwaite and
Meyers, 2007). The sequence-to-structure prediction models can serve as tractable,
biologically motivated genotype-to-phenotype maps, which create complex fitness
landscapes over which populations are allowed to adapt and evolve. This type of
model has been used to address a wide array of questions in evolutionary biology
that are not easily addressed with classical models (see Cowperthwaite and Meyers
(2007) for a recent review).
In contrast to the simple landscapes in population genetic models, biological
fitness landscapes are believed to be complex and highly irregular (Gavrilets, 2004).
The primary source of the irregularity is the complicated mapping from genotype
to phenotype. This irregularity causes the distribution of the fitness effects of mu-
tations (both beneficial and deleterious) to vary across the fitness landscape. Given
recent evidence suggesting that fitness landscapes strongly affect the dynamics of
mutation rate evolution (Johnson and Barton, 2002; Orr, 2000; Tenaillon et al.,
1999), prior studies may not be well equipped to understand some aspects of muta-
tion rate evolution in natural organisms.
Here, we studied the evolution of mutation rate in finite asexual popula-
tions, using an RNA folding based simulation model. We investigated the influence
of several factors that have previously been proposed to influence the dynamics of
mutation rate evolution: population size, fluctuating environment, deleterious mu-
tations and genome size. We also studied the effect of the fitness function on the
evolution of mutation rate.
5.1 Model
5.1.1 RNA simulation
We study finite, asexual populations using a simulation model based on the predic-
tion of RNA secondary structures from simulated RNA molecules. This model is
similar to those used in prior studies [such as in (Ancel and Fontana, 2000; Cow-
perthwaite et al., 2006; Fontana and Schuster, 1987)], except that here we allow the
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mutation rate to freely evolve (see below; Figure 5.1). Following Cowperthwaite
et al. (2006), the simulation model matches assumptions commonly made in analyt-
ical population genetics models: individuals reproduce in discrete generations and
the population size of adults (N ) is held constant. At each generation, N individ-
ual’s are selected to replicate in proportion to their fitness, and, during replication,
mutations may occur in their progeny’s RNA genome and/or their progeny’s muta-
tion rate modifier locus. The N offspring are retained for the next generation, and
the N parents die.
In the present study, an individual’s phenotype is its “shape”, which is the
predicted minimum free energy (mfe) secondary structure of its RNA genome. The
mfe shape is the most thermodynamically stable secondary structure, as predicted
by the folding algorithm in the Vienna RNA folding software [version 1.6.3; (Ho-
facker et al., 1994)]. The Vienna RNA software uses principles of thermodynamic
minimization to predict RNA secondary structure, and is reasonably accurate for
short RNA molecules, as determined by similarity to known secondary structures
obtained from extensive comparative analyses (Mathews et al., 1999, 2004). How-
ever, the folding algorithms cannot account for non-canonical pairing interactions,
including pseudoknot structures (Eddy, 2004).
An individual’s fitness was calculated from the deviation of it’s shape from
the target shape, and was measured using the Hamming distance. To measure the
Hamming distance, the target shape and an individual’s phenotype shape are first
transformed into parenthetical notation where ‘(’ and ‘)’ represent paired bases and
‘.’ represent unpaired bases. For instance, a simple hairpin structure can be written
as “((((....))))”, in which the stem consists of four pairs of bases, and the hairpin loop
consists of four unpaired bases. The Hamming distance between this hairpin and the
shape “(((......)))” is two, which is the smallest amount by which two shapes may
differ. We also note that there is not a one-to-one relationship between the genetic
distance and structural distance, even a single mutation may cause a large structural
difference (Fontana et al., 1993a,b). The genome length is fixed at 76 nucleotides in
our simulations and thus there is no ambiguity in measuring the Hamming distance
between different shapes.
The simulations used two distinct fitness functions, which differ in how they
penalize the structural difference between an individual’s phenotype and the target
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where α = 0.01 and β = 1 are scaling constants, d is the Hamming distance between
an individual’s phenotype and the target shape, and L = 76 is the length of the
RNA genome. The hyperbolic function models strong selection for target structure;
in other words, relatively few shapes are predicted to function well. For example, the
smallest deviation from the target structure (a Hamming distance of two) causes the
largest reduction in fitness (s = (27.54− 100.0)/100.0 = −0.72); further deviations
from the target cause additional declines in fitness.








where the terms are the same as described in the hyperbolic case. Under the linear
fitness function, fitness decreases linearly with Hamming distance from the target
shape. The strength of selection for the target structure is therefore much weaker
when fitness is high (small deviation from the target shape), and much weaker when
fitness is low (large deviation from the target shape).
The fitness effects of mutations are determined only through the biological
model of molecular structure and its interaction with the fitness function. To mea-
sure the fitness effect of a mutation, we first predict the phenotype of a new mutant
genotype and re-compute its fitness. The fitness effect of a mutation is then cal-
culated as the difference in fitness between the genome with the mutation and the





where wmut and wwt are the fitnesses of the mutant and wild-type genotypes, respec-
tively. Clearly, the fitness effect of a mutation varies with genetic background, but
this dependence is also known to operate in biological systems (Wolf et al., 2000).
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Figure 5.1: Cartoon of individuals in RNA simulation model. The fitness of an
individual is based solely on the shape of it’s RNA genome. A mutation-rate modifier
locus is linked to each RNA genome, and controls the rate of evolution of the RNA
genome. The modifier locus is composed of three genes: (i) U controls the rate of
evolution of the RNA genome, (ii) P controls the probability that U mutates, and
(iii) S sets the magnitude of changes in U (see text for details).
5.1.2 Mutation rate evolution
The mutation rate of an individual’s RNA genome is controlled by a linked modifier
locus (Figure 5.1). This modifier imparts no direct effect on fitness; it only sets
the evolutionary rates of itself and the particular RNA genome to which it is linked.
Each individual/genome maintains a modifier locus, which is vertically transmitted
to offspring as part of its genome. The modifier locus can mutate during trans-
mission, but its state does not factor into an individual’s fitness. There is also no
recombination of modifier loci between individuals.
A modifier locus is composed of three genes: U, S, & P . The U gene controls
the mutation rate of the RNA genome, and it’s value determines the average number
of mutations per genome per replication. U is bounded by zero at the low end, but
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with no upper bound. The S and P genes control different properties of the rate of
evolution of U . P is the probability that U mutates between a parent and offspring’s
genome, thereby controlling the evolutionary rate of U ; P is a probability and
therefore is confined to the interval between zero and one (0 ≤ P ≤ 1). S controls
the magnitude of changes in U ; it is the variance term for the normal distribution
from which new values of U are drawn.
Mutation rate evolution during the course of a simulation occurs as follows.
When an individual is selected to reproduce, we first determine if its modifier locus
mutates. If the modifier locus mutates (as controlled by P ), new values of U, S, & P
are drawn from normal distributions. A new value for U is drawn from a normal
distribution with the current value of U as the mean and the current value of S as the
variance. New values for S and P are subsequently drawn from normal distributions
with their respective current values as means and the variance fixed at 0.001. If the
modifier locus mutates, the RNA genome is then replicated using the new values
for U, S, & P ; otherwise, the RNA genome replicates using an exact copy of the
parent’s modifier locus.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 The fitness landscape
We simulated populations of RNA molecules evolving under a variety of conditions.
Our model assigns genotypic fitnesses based on RNA folding in the context of a fit-
ness function. As a result, the fitness effects of mutations depend on the background
genotype and change during the course of evolution. We therefore begin with an
analysis of the fitness landscape itself.
Figure 5.2A shows the shape of both fitness functions as distance from
the target increases. The effect of a shape-altering mutation depends on how far
the folded shape is from the target shape, and this effect depends profoundly on
the fitness function. In particular, it may be difficult to evolve high fitness under
the hyperbolic function unless fitness starts high, because the benefit of a mutation
that improves the fold is small until the target is approached closely. Another
interpretation of the same phenomenon is that most genotypes in the hyperbolic
fitness landscape are of very low fitness.
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Figure 5.2B shows the distribution of fitnesses for one million random geno-
types (with equal base frequencies) under the hyperbolic (red line) and linear (green
line) fitness functions. The fitness distributions support the notion that, under the
hyperbolic fitness function, most genotypes have low fitness. The fitness of an av-
erage random genotype is indeed much lower under the hyperbolic function (hyper-
bolic: 1.66, linear: 40.09; P < 2.2×10−16), and consequently, high fitness genotypes
in that landscape are rare. These observations are in line with observations from a
previous study (Cowperthwaite et al., 2005).
To gain further insight into the evolutionary process under these fitness func-
tions, we measured the fitness effects of random point mutations to randomly se-
lected genotypes in both low- and high-fitness regions of the landscape. To produce
a sample of random mutations in low-fitness regions of the landscape, we introduced
a single random point mutation into each of one million randomly generated geno-
types. A separate set of one million random mutations was created for each fitness
function. The distributions are similar for the two functions, with modes near zero
and long, positive tails, suggesting abundant beneficial mutations (Figure 5.2C).
Inverse folding was used to produce a set of one million random genotypes
that closely match the target shape. The inverse folding algorithms in the Vien-
naRNA package optimize a sequence to fold into a target shape. We used the same
target shape as in the stochastic simulations discussed in the next section. Random
sequences (with equal base frequencies) served as the starting genotypes, and the
final, inverse-folded genotypes were retained if their shape perfectly matched the
target shape. A random point mutation was introduced into each inverse-folded
genotype; separate sets of one million random mutations (one random mutation per
inverse-folded genotype) were produced for each fitness function.
In high-fitness regions of the fitness landscape, the two fitness-effects distri-
butions are vastly different (Figure 5.2D). As expected, on average, a point mu-
tation confers larger detrimental effects under the hyperbolic fitness function than
the linear fitness function. Also, under the same fitness function, the distributions
of mutational effects differ between high and low fitness regions of the landscape
(compare the same-colored lines in Figures 5.2C and Figures 5.2D). Indeed, this



























































































Figure 5.2: Characterization of the RNA fitness landscape in this study. A. shows
the shape of the two fitness functions used in this study. B. the distribution of
genotypic fitness values across each fitness landscape from one-million randomly
selected genotypes. C shows the distribution of mutation fitness effects in low-fitness
regions of each fitness landscape, whereas D shows the distribution of mutation
fitness effects in high-fitness regions the same landscapes. Both C and D include
one-million random point mutations. Note that the range of values along the abscissa
is different between C and D.
5.2.2 Effect of population size on evolved fitness and mutation rate
What will influence the evolution of mutation rates in these different fitness land-
scapes? One factor likely to affect mutation rate evolution is population size. Small
populations fix deleterious mutations by random genetic drift faster than large pop-
ulations. Thus small populations are less likely to remain at a fitness peak, assuming














Figure 5.3: Mean W evolved under both fitness functions and across the range of
population sizes. The red and green bars depict populations evolved under the hy-
perbolic and linear fitness functions, respectively. Each datapoint reflects the mean
of twenty simulations. For each simulation, the mean W is the average population
W measured over the final 5,000 generations of evolution. The mean population
mutation rate was measured every five generations.
opportunities for beneficial mutations to arise, which suggests that small populations
should maintain higher mutation rates than large populations.
Populations ofN = 25, 50, 100, and 1000 individuals were evolved for 100,000
generations. Twenty replicate populations were simulated for each set of conditions
(population size, fitness function, etc.). The initial mutation rate was U = 0.10, and
the S and P values started at 0.001. The qualitative behavior of the simulations
was robust to the choice of initial parameters (not shown), although the initial U
was chosen from the lower range of published estimates of genomic rates for RNA
viruses (Drake and Holland, 1999).
On average, mean fitness increased with population size under both fitness








































Figure 5.4: Final evolved U and (B) U variance under both fitness functions and
across the range of population sizes. The red and green bars depict populations
evolved under the hyperbolic and linear fitness functions, respectively. Each data-
point reflects the mean of twenty simulations. For each simulation, the mean W is
the average population W measured over the final 5,000 generations of evolution.
mean fitness than those evolved under the hyperbolic fitness function (Figure 5.3).
The higher evolved fitness under the linear fitness function is expected, given that the
mean fitness of random genotypes is also higher under this model (see Figure 5.2B).
It is thus also interesting to consider relative measures of fitness evolution. The
fitness increase, whether expressed relative to the starting fitness or relative to the
mean fitness of a random genotype, was greater under the hyperbolic than the linear
fitness function across the range of population sizes. Yet, the fitness increase in an
absolute sense (final fitness minus the starting fitness), was higher under the linear
fitness function.
The mean U measured over the final 5,000 generations of each simulation
provides a measure of the equilibrium U to which the populations evolve. We
emphasize that we are not measuring a strict equilibrium because, as discussed
later, U remains volatile during the course of a simulation. Overall, U evolves
lower values at larger population sizes, which generally attain higher mean fitness
(Figure 5.4A).
In small populations, there is a striking dependence of the evolved U on the
fitness function. At the smallest population size, higher U evolved under the linear
fitness function than under the hyperbolic fitness function; above the smallest N , U
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evolved to roughly similar values under both fitness functions. In larger populations,
U evolves to be within the range of previously published estimates of mutation rates
among RNA viruses (U ≈ 1) and those of DNA organisms (U = 1/300 ≈ 0.003)
(Drake et al., 1998). Interestingly, at the largest population size, U evolves to within
an order of magnitude of the lowest estimates of Drake [0.02 (here) vs 0.003 Drake
et al. (1998)].
The population U averaged over time does not provide all of the interesting
details. At the largest population size, only about 25% of the population has a U
that is above the population mean; there is no discernible directionality (consistent
increase/decrease) over time. The individuals with above-average mutation rate are,
on average, about 3 standard deviations above the population mean. This class of
individuals may be reasonably considered to be a mutator subpopulation.
The variance in the mean mutation rate was also measured over the final
5,000 generations. The variance captures the variability of the mean mutation rate
over time, and may be an indicator of the frequency of invasions by mutator lineages;
though we acknowledge that the variance of almost all population characteristics in-
creases in small populations, so this observation should be interpreted with caution.
Figure 5.4B shows that, as population size increases, the variance decreases. This
observation is consistent with two explanations: (i) drift is rapidly fixing large-effect
mutator alleles, and/or (ii) the population constantly adapting to local optima.
5.2.3 Strength of Deleterious Mutations
We now turn our attention to how deleterious mutation strength shapes the dy-
namics of mutation rate evolution. Deleterious mutations may be the single most
important determinant of mutation rate evolution, and, according to the “reduc-
tionist” principle, are expected to strongly favor reduced mutation rates (Liberman
and Feldman, 1986).
In traditional mathematical models, the strength and frequency of deleterious
mutations typically remains static, whereas, in our simulations, the strength and
frequency of deleterious mutations increased over the course of a run (not shown).
To quantify the strength of deleterious mutations experienced over the time interval
in which the mutation rate was measured, we also measured the mean fitness effect
































Figure 5.5: Mean magnitude of deleterious mutations under the hyperbolic (red line)
and linear (green line) fitness functions. The mean sd was measured over the final
5,000 generations of evolution, and each datapoint represents the mean of twenty
independent simulations. The population size was held fixed at N = 1000, and the
populations evolved for 100,000 generations.
For both fitness functions, the mean magnitude of deleterious mutations in-
creased with population size (Figure 5.5). This increase corresponds with the
higher mean fitness that evolved in larger populations. The increase in deleteri-
ous mutation strength is significantly greater under the hyperbolic fitness function,
though populations achieved lower mean fitness under this fitness function.
5.2.4 Effects of Fluctuating Environment on U Evolution
In nature, organisms are constantly exposed to a variety of biotic and abiotic changes
in their environment (Meyers and Bull, 2002). Environmental heterogeneity effec-
tively changes the fitness landscape thereby offering a nearly constant opportunity
for adaptive evolution, and for selection to favor higher mutation rates. Evolution-
ary theory has therefore long predicted environmental fluctuations to strongly affect
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the dynamics of mutation rate evolution (Ishii et al., 1989; Leigh, 1970).
We simulated a fluctuating environment by periodically switching the tar-
get phenotype. Each target switch alters the fitness landscape because fitness is
now based on the new optimum shape. The fitness value of every individual in the
population was therefore reassign fitness (relative to the new optimal shape) follow-
ing each target switch. The constant rescaling of fitness values means that once-fit
genotypes may become much less fit.
We simulated twenty populations of size N = 1000 at each environmental
fluctuation rate of r = 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and 1024 generations be-
tween target shape changes; a suite of five structurally diverse shapes was used
during each run. We simulated a complete set of 220 runs for each fitness func-
tion. The populations evolved for a total of 100,000 generations, during which the
mutation rate was free to evolve.
Only intermediate rates of environmental change show an elevated, evolved U
(Figure 5.6). The mutation rate remained low on average at the slowest and fastest
rates of environmental changes, similar to those evolved in a static environment. The
logic of this pattern appears to be simple: high rates of environmental change do
not allow significant adaptation because the environment changes before beneficial
mutations have time to ascend; low rates of environmental change are merely similar
to constant environments in providing only a short-term benefit to high mutation
rates.
5.2.5 Genome-length effects on U evolution
Drake (1991) published some of the earliest estimates of mutation rates in natural
populations of DNA-based microorganisms. One striking observation to emerge from
this and later studies was that genomic mutation rates seemed relatively constant
across a wide range of organisms, despite orders of magnitude differences in genome
size (Drake et al., 1998; Drake, 1991). The genome length and mutation rate seemed
independent of one another, as if there is an evolutionary equilibrium value of the
genomic mutation rate (Sniegowski et al., 2000).
These simulations can be used to address the impact of genome length on
mutation evolution. The accuracy of the RNA-folding algorithms decreases with
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Figure 5.6: Effect of fluctuating environment on the stable evolved values of U .
The x-axis (plotted on a base-2 logarithmic scale) shows the duration of selection
for a particular target. The population size was held fixed at N = 1000, and the
populations evolved for 100,000 generations. Each datapoint represents a mean
taken from twenty replicate simulations. The means for each simulation were taken
as the average over the final 5,000 generations of evolution.
Longer genomes were therefore created in pieces. This approach exploits the speed
and accuracy of folding short molecules, while also increasing genome size. We
used long genomes of length 380 nucleotides, modeled as five separate 76 nucleotide
molecules (five ‘chromosomes’).
Populations of five-chromosome individuals were allowed to evolve for 100,000
generations under both fitness functions and across the range of population sizes
N = 25, 50, 100, and 1000. To assign fitness to a five-chromosome individual, we
first compute a separate fitness value for each of its five chromosomes, and log-
transform (base 10) these fitness values. The overall fitness is then the product of
the log-transformed fitnesses, or specifically, the geometric mean fitness of the five
chromosomes. The fitness values of five-chromosome individuals are therefore not

































Figure 5.7: Stable evolved values of W and U in populations of individuals with
380 nucleotide genomes. The mean U (A, upper pane) and mean W (B, bottom
pane) that evolved over the range of population sizes. The red and green bars depict
populations evolved under the hyperbolic and linear fitness functions, respectively.
Each bar depicts the mean taken from twenty replicate simulations. The mean U
and W for each simulation was taken as the average over the final 5,000 generations
of evolution.
At larger population size, the evolved U was largely independent of genome
size and of fitness function (Figure 5.7A). Genome length did, however, have an
effect on the evolved U at the smallest population size: U evolved to a value that was
almost 20 (hyperbolic) and 60 (linear) times larger with a shorter genome length.
Lastly, we note that mean fitness generally increased with population size, which
agrees with our earlier results from single-chromosome individuals.
5.2.6 Trajectory of U Evolution
We conclude by addressing the dynamics of mutation rate evolution over the course
of a simulation. Figure 5.8 shows representative trajectories of mean U , W , and
Sd during a typical simulation with each fitness function. There are two main obser-
vations: (i) U never approaches any sort of stable equilibrium under either fitness
function, rather U remains highly volatile throughout the simulations; and (ii) over
long time periods, U settles into generally similar ranges across both fitness func-
tions. We also note that U initially spikes during the earliest phases of adaptation
(first 10-20 generations) while beneficial mutations are abundant, and then rapidly
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drops to be near its evolved value (not shown).
Much of the observed dynamics of U is correlated with change in the strength
and frequency of deleterious mutations. The strength of deleterious mutations
rapidly increases, and, by generation 50, more than half of all available mutations
are deleterious under both fitness functions (Figure 5.8, lower pane). In the
long term, deleterious mutations were always stronger under the hyperbolic fitness
function than under the linear fitness function, as expected, which partly explains
why the populations evolved under the hyperbolic fitness function are significantly
less well adapted than those evolved under the linear fitness function (Figure 5.3).
5.3 Discussion
Mutation is one of the most fundamental processes in evolution. As a result, both
theoretical and empirical evolutionary biologists have tried to determine the evolu-
tionary forces that set the mutation rate. The result of these efforts is a rich body
of theory that proposes a number of interesting concepts. Yet, this body of theory is
largely built upon simple fitness landscape models that make many limiting assump-
tions, the most common being to fix the frequency and fitness effects of deleterious
mutations across the fitness landscape.
The motivation for this study was therefore to ascertain how well these pre-
dictions hold when evolution occurs across a rich fitness landscape. We studied the
evolution of mutation rates in finite asexual populations, using a simulation model
that is based upon a biologically motivated genotype-phenotype-fitness model. Im-
portantly, in this model, the fitness effects of mutations are not assigned, rather
they are measured as the difference in fitness between a parent genotype and it’s
mutant offspring. The fitness effects of mutations are thus free to vary across the
fitness landscape.
In many prior studies of mutation-rate evolution, mutator alleles increment
the mutation rate in static, fixed intervals (e.g. mutator alleles always increase the
mutation rate by a factor of 10) (Andre and Godelle, 2006; Gerrish et al., 2007;
Ishii et al., 1989; Orr, 2000; Taddei et al., 1997; Tenaillon et al., 1999). Whereas,
in our model, the mutation-rate could potentially change gradually because the
mutation rate was allowed to evolve over a continuous interval. In fact we observed
the opposite. The mutation rate changed episodically in the evolving populations;
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relatively short periods of lower mutation rates were constantly interrupted by brief
bursts of extremely high mutation rates.
Population size. Prior studies are not entirely consistent on how population size
should affect mutation rate evolution. One perspective suggests that moderately
strong mutators should achieve considerable success in larger populations, which are
more likely to produce beneficial mutations with which mutators may hitchhike to
fixation (Tenaillon et al., 1999). An alternative viewpoint is the ‘invasion threshold’,
which proposes that a mutator is not likely to be successful until it is moderately
common in the population (Chao and Cox, 1983).
The invasion threshold model acknowledges that there is a small chance that
any individual with a mutator genotype will happen upon a beneficial mutation,
and therefore the mutator subpopulation must be large enough for the collective
probability of finding a beneficial mutation to be appreciable; empirical tests were
highly supportive of this principle (Chao and Cox, 1983). Thus, a mutator genotype
faces a catch-22: it must be abundant enough to experience a beneficial mutation,
yet it can only become abundant by hitchhiking with a beneficial mutation. Our
model may offer somewhat of an escape from this trap, in that, at times, there are
lots of (mildly) beneficial mutations to be had, and thus even rare mutator genotypes
can experience beneficial mutations.
The relative importance of a threshold invasion frequency is not clear. It
has recently been suggested that the threshold invasion frequencies predicted by
Chao and Cox (1983) are unreasonably high (Sniegowski et al., 2000). Indeed,
simulation models have suggested that even rare mutators can successfully invade
evolving populations, given sufficient time (Taddei et al., 1997; Tenaillon et al.,
1999). Furthermore, Taddei et al. (1997) suggest that mutator genotypes can impart
a substantial benefit to evolving populations, even when quite rare.
In the study here, the smallest population size maintained the highest aver-
age mutation rate, and those evolved under the linear fitness function maintained
higher mutation rates than those evolved under the hyperbolic fitness function. The
highest mutation rates evolved in the smallest populations might be argued on sev-
eral grounds: i) Genetic drift facilitates the fixation of mutator alleles. However, this
model contradicts a recent study which concluded that mutator alleles will not fix
with substantial frequency in small populations (Tenaillon et al., 1999).; ii) Muta-
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tors more easily achieved the minimum threshold frequency required to successfully
invade in small populations. In view of the challenges to the threshold frequency
model noted above, it is not clear how much support to attach to this idea.; iii) In
the long term, small populations fix deleterious alleles at a higher rate than large
populations, and are thus evolving adaptive substitutions more frequently than large
populations (addressed more fully below).
Deleterious mutations. Deleterious mutations are thought to impose a signifi-
cant pressure on evolving populations (Andre and Godelle, 2006; Johnson and Bar-
ton, 2002; Liberman and Feldman, 1986; Orr, 2000; Sniegowski et al., 2000). Yet, the
expected effect of deleterious mutations on mutation rate evolution depends on the
time frame under consideration. In the short term, the maximum rate of adaptation
has been proposed to occur when the mutation rate evolves to match the strength
of deleterious mutations (Johnson and Barton, 2002; Orr, 2000). For example, if
the mean selection coefficient of deleterious mutations sd = −0.1, then the mutation
rate should evolve to U = 0.1. In the long term, the conventional wisdom is that
deleterious mutations should drive the mutation rate downwards, an effect termed
the “reduction” principle (Liberman and Feldman, 1986). There may be a “cost of
fidelity” associated with evolving very low mutation rates, however, and this cost
would preclude the mutation rate from evolving to zero (Kimura, 1967).
During the initial bout of rapid adaptation, we observed a sharp, brief burst
in the mutation rate, while beneficial mutations are strong and plentiful, and dele-
terious mutations are weak and relatively rare. This observation thus contradicts
the prediction that the maximally adaptive mutation rate is higher when deleterious
mutations are stronger (Johnson and Barton, 2002; Orr, 2000), and supports other
grounds for questioning the adaptive benefit of an elevated mutation rate (Elena
and Sanjuan, 2005; Sniegowski et al., 2000)
One interesting question is whether the mutation rate evolves to maximize
the rate of fitness increase; other factors, such as deleterious mutation load may be
more significant in shaping mutation rate evolution. The pattern in the simulations
here was that the strength of deleterious mutations increased as mean fitness in-
creased, and the mutation rate evolved downwards at the same time. Furthermore,
although the populations were never perfectly adapted to the target shape, the mu-
tation rate remained low during most of the evolution relative to the mutation rate
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that would maximize fitness. Our earlier work (Cowperthwaite et al., 2006), also
with a population size of N = 1000, fixed the mutation rate at an arbitrarily high
value of U = 0.32%, and the populations attained much greater fitness than those
evolved in this study (the fitness function was slightly different than those used
here, but our results here suggest the fitness function does not have much impact
on the mutation rate). Taken together, these results are consistent with deleterious
mutations exerting a powerful effect on the evolution of mutation rates, and that
mutation rate does not evolve to maximize population mean fitness.
An intriguing recent proposal concerns the evolution of mutation rates suf-
ficient to cause extinction. Specifically, some models of finite, asexual populations
exhibit ‘runaway’ mutation rate evolution that ultimately causes extinction through
the accumulation of deleterious, non-lethal mutations (Andre and Godelle, 2006;
Gerrish et al., 2007). Importantly, these models require that the mutator subpopu-
lation does not experience a significant deleterious mutation load while the mutator
allele is ascending to fixation. Accordingly, those models are structured such that
the time to achieve mutation-selection balance is relatively long. We observed no
‘runaway’ escalation of mutation rate in our simulations (extinction was not possi-
ble in our model, hence the absence of extinction is not a useful criterion), which is
consistent with the mutator subpopulations rapidly experiencing the load induced
by deleterious mutations.
Fluctuating environments. Organisms exist in a constantly changing world
(Meyers and Bull, 2002), and environmental heterogeneity has been suggested to
profoundly influence the mutation rates that evolve in populations (Ishii et al.,
1989; Kamp et al., 2002; Leigh, 1970). We therefore investigated the effects of
environmental heterogeneity on mutation rate evolution in our RNA model. An im-
portant feature of our model is that most mutations are beneficial for some target
phenotypes and deleterious for others; in other words, there is abundant antagonis-
tic pleiotropy. There is evidence for antagonistic pleiotropy in natural organisms
(Cooper and Lenski, 2000; Ostrowski et al., 2005), and therefore this may be a
general factor affecting the dynamics of mutator alleles in fluctuating environments.
We observed that the pace of environmental change affected the evolved
mutation rate. We did not, however, observe a direct relationship between the
mutation rate and the pace of environmental change, as predicted by (Ishii et al.,
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1989; Kamp et al., 2002; Leigh, 1970). In fact, the highest mutation rates were
maintained at an intermediate rate of environmental change; at the slowest and
fastest rates of environmental change, the evolved mutation rate was similar to
those in the constant-environment simulations. The analytical study by Travis and
Travis (2002) also found that intermediate rates of environmental change fostered
maintenance of the highest mutation rates.
At extremely fast rates of environmental change, there is insufficient time
for beneficial mutations to arise and attain significant frequencies. The fitness land-
scape used here likely compounds this effect. When fitness is low (at the start of
a simulation), the fitness effects of mutations are small, and hitchhiking may have
limited capacity to raise the mutation rate. Thus, timing of the generation of ben-
eficial mutations is critical, which is in agreement with predictions that mutators
can only invade following an environmental shift if their sub-population generates
beneficial mutations almost immediately following the shift (Tanaka et al., 2003).
Genome length. Drake and Holland (1999) produced some of the earliest es-
timates of mutation rates in natural populations of DNA-based organisms. The
genome sizes of these organisms varied by many orders of magnitude, yet the ge-
nomic mutation rate (mutations per genome per generation) was nearly the same. It
seems therefore that genome size does not directly affect the evolved mutation rate.
It should be noted that these estimates were largely based on phenotypic mutation
rates, and thus could underestimate the genomic mutation rate.
Here, we varied the genome size by a factor of five, by allowing individuals
to consist of multiple short chromosomes. One caveat is therefore that, though
we were able to dramatically change the genome length, we are still measured the
fitness of small sequences. Furthermore, mutations in different chromosomes did not
interact epistatically. Nonetheless, our approach provided a straightforward means
to investigate the effect of genome length on mutation rate evolution.
Our results qualitatively agreed with the empirical observations: genome
length did not strongly influence the evolved genomic mutation rates. In large to
moderately large populations, the evolved mutation rate did not depend on genome
size. We did observe, however that significantly higher mutation rates were main-
tained in the smallest populations with shorter genomes. The consistency of evolved
mutation rates has been suggested by some to imply a sort of evolutionary constant
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(Sniegowski et al., 2000). Perhaps the size of the genetic alphabet (nucleotides)
plays a significant role in the evolution of mutation rates, regardless of the number
of words (genes).
Conclusion. There is a rich history of models to explain the evolution of muta-
tion rate. Our approach differs from those predecessors in assuming a biologically-
motivated, complex fitness landscape. As such, analytical results are not feasible,
and results are based on simulations. Yet the results are easily compared to those
of prior studies. In general our results are in mixed agreement with the theory.
We found that population size profoundly affects the mutation rate, and this effect
depends on the shape of the fitness function only at small population sizes. We
have also shown that fluctuating environments strongly affect the mutation rate,








































Figure 5.8: Typical trajectories of U (top pane), W (middle pane), and Sd (bottom
pane) evolution. The red and green lines show typical trajectories under the hyper-
bolic and linear fitness functions, respectively. The population size was N = 1000,
and the population means of each quantity were measured every five generations.
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